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ABSTRACT
Dynamics of Intracellular Nano-Transport by Kinesins Woochul Nam Chair: Bogdan
I. Epureanu Transport in neurons is realized by motor proteins (kinesins) which walk along
intracellular tracks. In this dissertation, a new physics-based mathematical model of ki-
nesin is developed to capture the long range transport. Healthy mechanical transport is
necessary for neurons to maintain their normal functions. Degradation of this transport is
believed to result in neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease. One possi-
ble cause for the degradation is the presence of molecules bound on the intracellular tracks
which can interfere with the motion of kinesin. Hence, a qualitative and quantitative study
about the effects of obstacles on the intracellular transport is performed using the new
model.
To address the limitations of previous models which are established from in vitro exper-
iments, the newly developed model considers various motions of kinesins in cells; walking
on the track, unbinding from the track, thermally fluctuating motion (when they are not
bound on the track), and binding again to the track. The effects of viscoelasticity of the
fluid where the transport takes place are incorporated into the model with the generalized
Langevin equation to consider the effect of polymers in intracellular fluids. The collective
transport (where several kinesins transport a cargo together) is considered with the new
model also. The characteristics of this collective transport are captured with the metrics
proposed in this study. Also, the binding of obstacles such as tau proteins on the track
are considered by using the chemical kinetics between tau proteins and the tracks. The
xix
interference between kinesins and tau proteins is quantified by comparing the model pre-
dictions with the experimental results.
The effects of obstacles on the transport are investigated with Monte Carlo simulations.
Kinesins unbind from the track when they encounter clusters of tau proteins. However, ki-
nesins can bind to other locations of the track in a very short time, especially the kinesins
which are attached to small cargoes. Due to this behavior, the decrease in the average
velocity is not considerable until the tracks are crowded with large numbers of obstacles.
Despite the small change in the average velocity, kinesin motion is modified by the obsta-
cles. The transport of the cargo is delayed in front (upstream) of clusters of tau proteins,
and the transport is likely to be fast behind (downstream) the clusters.
This change in the kinesin motion caused by obstacles can be exploited in several ways.
First, it is difficult to detect the number of tracks and the amount of tau clusters on a track
in the cell. However, the condition of the track can be estimated by observing the behavior
of kinesins using fluorescently labeled cargoes; Second, the dependency of the regional
delays on the concentration of tau proteins is much stronger than the change in the average
velocity due to the presence of obstacles. For example, when the velocity decreases by
5 % in the presence of 2 µM tau proteins, the regional delays increase 2.8 fold. Finally,
observing the regional delays requires only a relatively low precision (i.e., 1 µm) which
is much longer than the step size of kinesins (8 nm). Therefore, the predicted behavior
of kinesins near obstacles and the proposed method to characterize that behavior open the
door to an easier means to estimate the state of health of the transport system in neuron.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Cells need various intracellular movements to perform their tasks. In the presence of
spatial concentration gradients, diffusion can be used to transport particles. However, if
processes in cells demand relatively large forces or motions with high velocity, more pow-
erful methods are required. To satisfy these demands, cells use molecular motors which
use energy generated in cellular organelle such as mitochondria. Molecular motors have
important roles in various processes such as muscle contraction, cell division, intracellular
transport, operation of flagella and cilia, and DNA metabolism [3–6]. The cytoskeletal
motors (e.g., kinesin and dynein) move along microtubules (MTs) to transport various
vesicles, organelles and cytoskeletal polymers [7–9] toward the cell membrane or nucleus.
Transport along MTs is essential for cells to sustain their normal function, especially in
the brain. In a neuron, cytoskeletal motors transport various cargoes to and from synapses
via MTs in axons. Thus, neural functions are abnormal if the axonal transport system
deficient.
This dissertation focuses on transport by kinesin-1 (referred to simply as kinesin)
among the superfamily of kinesin [8–10]. The structure of kinesin is shown in [11, 12].
Kinesins have two identical heads which are 7 nm long, and they are connected to individ-
ual neck linkers (NLs) which are composed of 14-amino acids (AAs) [11, 12]. The length
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of the NLs is about 3 nm, and they are coiled together at the neck [13, 14]. The cargo
linker has one end connected to the neck, and has a long alpha helical coiled-coil structure
with a length of about 100 nm. The other end of the cargo linker has a domain which binds
to cargoes. Kinesins walk with their two heads in a hand over hand fashion [15, 16]. The
step size is about 16 nm. Thus, their cargoes proceed 8 nm per step [16–21]. At every
step, chemical energy obtained from the hydrolysis of one adenosin triphosphate (ATP)
molecule is used [17, 22, 23]. Due to advances in motility assays, laser trapping systems,
and optical technology, the motion of a single molecule can be observed experimentally
in vitro [16, 18, 24–27]. The maximum velocity of this molecular motor is approximately
800 nm/s, and the velocity varies with the external load and ATP concentration [25,27–29].
Single kinesins stall when the resisting load is about 7 pN [25, 28, 29]. The run length of
kinesins (which is the walking distance of kinesins before they detach from the MT) is
about 1 µm [25,30]. It is observed that the run length decreases as the loads increase [25].
Several models have been proposed to predict the transport performed by kinesins. The
walking motion of a kinesin molecule was described by considering the mechanochemical
cycle of kinesins [31–40]. To calculate the period of the kinesin step, these models assume
that the mechanochemical cycle consists of several states. Then, the effect of the load on
the transition between these states is taken into account to capture the effect of the load on
the walking velocity. Also, the detachment of kinesins from the MTs and its dependency
on the load were considered by using measured run lengths [25, 37, 38]. In these mod-
els, the increase in the probability of detachment from the MT was considered using the
Boltzmann’s relation which can predict the changes in this probability as a function of the
energy generated by the force [41]. Klumpp et al. [42] derived equations for the velocity
and run length of kinesins which considers detachment and attachment of kinesins to the
MTs as well as the walking motion. However, their equations are only applicable when
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the interference between kinesins is negligible. The effects of the interaction between ki-
nesins were modeled with the mean-field method when the volume of the kinesin traffic is
considerable [43–45]. Despite their abilities to predict the spatial distribution of kinesins,
existing models over simplify the physics of the motion of kinesin near other kinesins. In
addition, the transport by kinesins was observed to be abnormal when neurons generate
excessive tau proteins [46, 46–50], and previous models are not able to capture the effects
of tau proteins on the intracellular transport.
Thus, the goal of this dissertation is to develop a model which is able to capture the
complex intracellular transport by considering several factors. Each of these factors are
described in a chapter, as follows:
• The transient dynamics of kinesins has to be captured when they are walking on the
track because the force acting on kinesins continuously varies over time (Chapter
II).
• The effect of high viscoelasticity of cellular fluid on the motion of the cargo needs to
be considered because changes in the motion of the cargo affects the mechanochem-
ical cycle of kinesins (Chapter III).
• The binding and unbinding of kinesins to MTs has to be considered to predict the
collective transport performed by several kinesins (Chapter IV).
• New stochastic metrics are required to characterize the dynamics of collective trans-
port realized by coupled kinesins (Chapter V).
• The interference between kinesins or between a kinesin and other motor proteins
can be important when a large number of motor proteins share the same MT. Exper-
imental observations have shown that kinesins tend to walk along the axial direction
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of MTs in the absence of obstacles. A model for the motion along the tangential di-
rection is required to study the ability of kinesins to bypass obstacles, other kinesins
or other motor proteins (Chapter VI).
• The effects of tau proteins bound on the MTs on the motion of kinesin have to be
investigated. A model which can capture the stochastic binding of tau proteins on
the outer surface of MTs is needed also (Chapter VII).
New characteristics of the transport are predicted by using the new model. More specif-
ically, in chapter II, the new mechanistic model for walking motion of kinesins is intro-
duced. The fundamental idea on the effect of the force on the chemical reaction and the
kinesin structure of the model are based on the previous mechanistic model proposed in
our group [40, 51]. In addition to the previous model, chemical kinetics is improved to
capture the instant of transitions between mechanochemical states of kinesins. This aug-
mentation is necessary to calculate the unbinding probability of kinesin from the track
because the unbinding probabilities are different at each state. Also, the stochastic back-
ward steps are included in the new model because kinesins have frequent backward steps
for considerable resisting loads larger than 5 pN [27, 29]. Then, the new parameter values
are obtained to consider the effect of backward steps on the average walking velocity of
kinesins.
In chapter III, the effects of fluids on kinesins are considered. In vitro motion of
cargoes moved by kinesins is different from the observed intracellular transport [52, 53].
Although several biological hypotheses have been proposed to explain this difference [54],
their respective models are not fully verified. The effect of cellular fluid can be an expla-
nation for the different motions. The viscoelasticity of the cellular fluid is considerably
higher compared to the fluids used for in vitro experiments because various polymers and
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proteins are present inside the cellular fluid. The kinesin and its cargo have to navigate
through complex structures formed by these particles. To study that motion, a large cargo
(i.e., radius of 1 µm) is used. The effects of the complex structures are captured by a mod-
ified model of viscoelasticity of the cytoplasm. Because kinesins are very small compared
to the large cargo, the effect of the fluid on the walking motion of kinesin itself (i.e., dif-
fusion of its heads) can be assumed to be negligible. The effects of highly viscous fluids
on the transport by a single kinesin are predicted. Also, the effect of viscoelasticity of the
fluid is considered by using subdiffusion. The generalized Langevin equation on fractional
Brownian motion is incorporated into the model also.
In chapter IV, the binding and unbinding of kinesin to a MT are captured to predict the
collective transport by several kinesins. While a single kinesin molecule is able to walk
about 1 µm along a MT in the absence of external loads [25, 30, 55, 56], kinesins perform
much longer range transport in cells [7–9]. The binding and unbinding of kinesins to MTs
are important mechanisms involved in this long transport. The unbinding probabilities
corresponding to each mechanochemical state of kinesin are considered. The statistical
characterization of the instants and locations of binding are captured by computing the
probability of unbound kinesin being at given locations. It is predicted that the number of
kinesins attached on the cargo changes the velocity and run length of the cargo (which is
the distance of cargoes before all kinesins of the cargoes detach from the MT). In addition,
the studies on the effect of force on the unbinding probabilities of each state of kinesins
reveal that the kinesins behave at times like anchors (i.e., almost do not move but remain
bound on the MT) when large resisting forces act on them.
In chapter V, metrics developed in this thesis to characterize the coordinated trans-
port of several kinesins are introduced. Since the chemical reactions fueling molecular
motors are stochastic processes, the movements of coupled kinesins are not perfectly syn-
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chronized. Thus, the method used in a previous study [51] is modified to measure the
level of (stochastic) synchronization of coupled kinesins. To predict the difference in the
work each kinesin performs, the forces acting on each kinesin are compared. If a kinesin
molecule is very close to the cargo, the cargo linker which connects the kinesin and the
cargo becomes slack. Then, the kinesin is not able to support any load from the cargo.
Thus, the probability that the cargo linker becomes slack is also obtained. These metrics
can be extended to characterize collective work done by other proteins such as dyneins
which walk along MT.
In chapter VI, the two dimensional motion of kinesins (along axial and tangential di-
rections of MTs) is studied to predict the transport when obstacles are located on the MTs.
Most previous studies consider the motion of kinesin when almost every binding site is ac-
cessible. However, this assumption is not applicable to intracellular transport by kinesins
because other molecular motors or other types of proteins can also attach to binding sites of
MTs [43,50,57–61]. The motion of a kinesin head is realized by a conformational change
in the structure of the kinesin molecule and by the diffusion of the head [40, 62–65]. A
novel model is developed to account for the diffusion of the kinesin head in the absence of
obstacles prior to examining the effects of obstacles. To determine the direction of the next
step a kinesin takes when encountering an obstacle, this model considers the extension in
the NLs [66] and the dynamic behavior of the coiled-coil structure of the neck [67]. It is
revealed that the unfolding of the neck and the binding of the head with tilted posture are
required to obtain probabilities of side walk of kinesin comparable to those measured in
previous experiments [68]. Then, the interactions between kinesins and several molecular
motors (i.e., static motors, motors walking to the plus-end of MTs, and motors walking to
the minus-end of MTs) are characterized by using the model.
In chapter VII, the degradation of transport by tau proteins is investigated. If neurons
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generate excessive tau proteins, these proteins are clustered on the surface of MTs [58,
69]. These clusters of tau can disturb the motion of the motor proteins. A new model is
developed to characterize the effect of tau proteins and density of MTs in the axons on the
transport performed by kinesins. Several types of motions of kinesins and their cargoes
(i.e., walking on the MTs, unbinding from the MTs, Brownian motion in the axon, binding
to the MTs) are considered because the cargoes transported by single kinesins have been
observed to have these various motions when transported along axons or dendrites [45].
Also, the binding of tau proteins on the MT surface and the formation of tau clusters are
considered by assuming that the affinity between free tau proteins in the fluid and a binding
site of a MT depends on the number of tau molecules which are already bound at that site.
Then, transport velocities are obtained for various densities of MTs and concentrations of
tau. Also, new metrics are developed to characterize the regional delay (or traffic jam)
near tau clusters (predicted from the model).
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CHAPTER II
Mechanistic model of kinesin
2.1 Summary
In this chapter, a mechanistic model for the walking motion of kinesin is introduced.
The model considers the chemical reaction and the mechanical dynamics together with the
chemical cycle. The effects of force on the chemical reaction and on the backward steps
are also incorporated into the model. Then, the values of model parameters which enable
the model to predict the experimentally measured velocity are obtained.
2.2 Mechnochemical cycle of kinesin
A kinesin molecule is assumed to be composed of two heads, two NLs, and one neck.
Each head is connected to the neck by a NL, and the cargo is linked to the neck via a cargo
linker as shown in Fig. 2.1. Kinesin walks toward the plus-end of a MT by a repeated
mechanochemical cycle, as depicted in Fig. 2.2.
2.3 Dynamics of kinesin and its cargo
Kinesins are considered with rigid or elastic components. Heads and necks of kinesins
and their cargo are assumed to be rigid spheres. NLs are assumed to be a linearly elastic
element. The cargo linkers are also assumed to have tether behavior. They resist tensile
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Figure 2.1: Kinesin and MT. The MT is composed of two tubulins (i.e., α and β tubulins).
The heads of kinesin only bind to β tubulin. The plus and minus signs denote
the polarity of the MT.
forces, but do not carry compressive loads. Thus, the dynamics is not linear. The forces
between the neck and the cargo are determined by three cases of interaction between the
cargo and the kinesin molecule. Fig. 2.3 shows those cases.
When one or more kinesins transport a cargo, the force Fc acting on the cargo is ob-
tained by adding every force Fkin,i generated by each kinesin i and the external load FL
as
Fc = −FL +
N∑
i=1
Fkin,i. (2.1)
The sign of FL is plus when it is toward the minus-end of the MT. FL is expressed with
minus because the positive direction is considered toward the minus-end of MT. Since
the Reynolds number regarding the motion of the cargo is very small, the position of the
cargo xc can be determined using Stokes’ law as
xc(t) = xc(0) +
1
6πrcη
∫ t
0
Fc(τ)dτ. (2.2)
where rc is the radius of the cargo, and η denotes the viscosity of the fluid. Note that this
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Figure 2.2: The mechanochemical cycle of kinesin. (a), (b) ATP binding to the leading
head results in a conformational change in the molecule. The trailing head
moves to the next binding site by relaxing the stresses caused by the conforma-
tional change and by Brownian motion. (b), (c) The free head strongly binds to
the new binding site by dissociating adenosine diphosphate (ADP). (d) ATP is
hydrolyzed into ADP and phosphate. Then, the trailing head become weakly
bound after releasing phosphate. The cycle repeats starting with (a).
equation is only valid for a kinesin moving in purely viscous fluids. Thus it is modified to
describe the transport in viscoelastic fluids in Section 2.2.
Because the cargo linker is a long and slender coiled-coil structure, the ability of the
cargo linker to support forces is assumed to be negligible when its two end points are
close to each other. Thus, forces are not transferred through the cargo linker when the
distance between the cargo and the neck is smaller than 100 nm. Note that this is the
distance between the ends of the cargo linker. The same distance, measured along the MT
is smaller due to geometric effects (2 or 3 dimension). The value of the distance between
the end points along the MT where loads start to be transferred is smaller than 100 nm
and is denoted by Lc. When the radius of the cargo is 50 nm, the value of Lc can be
calculated as 94 nm using the geometric relation suggested by Fehr et al. [26]. Thus, the
force transferred to the neck of the i th kinesin via its cargo linker is obtained as
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Figure 2.3: Interactions between the cargo and a kinesin. (a) The kinesin pulls the cargo.
(b) The cargo pulls the kinesin. (c) The cargo linker is slack.
Fkin,i =

Kc(xn,i − xc − Lc) if xn,i ≥ xc + Lc,
Kc(xn,i − xc + Lc) if xn,i ≤ xc − Lc,
0 otherwise,
(2.3)
where Kc is the stiffness of the cargo linker. xn,i is the position of the neck of the i th
kinesin.
While a kinesin head waits for ATP to bind, it is assumed that the whole force on
the neck is transferred to the forward head and the other head does not have any load.
Experiments support this assumption [70, 71]. After the diffusion of the free head to the
next binding site, both heads are strongly bound to the MT. Thus, the force on the neck is
transferred through both NLs. The force transferred by the NLs to the neck is calculated
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as
Fn,i =

Kn(xfh,i − xn,i)
if the kinesin is in state [K +MT],
2Kn
(
xfh,i+xbh,i
2
− xn,i
)
if the kinesin is in state [K.ATP +MT]2,
(2.4)
where Kn is the stiffness of a NL. xfh,i and xbh,i are the positions of the forward and
backward head. Both Fkin,i and Fn,i are applied at the neck. The size of the neck is
assumed negligible. Thus, these two forces have to balance. The positions of the cargo
and the necks of all kinesins are obtained at every time step as the values which satisfy
this force equilibrium as well as Eqs. Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2).
2.4 Chemical reaction of kinesin
Each head experiences the attachment of ATP and its hydrolysis at every step. This
chemical reaction is described by a Michaelis-Menten kinetics as
E + S(K +ATP)
k1f
⇋
k1b
E · S(K · ATP) k2f→E + P (K +ADP+ Pi), (2.5)
where E, S, P and K denote enzyme, substrate, product, and kinesin, respectively. This
chemical kinetics determines the instants when steps of kinesins take place.
The transition rate regarding the dissociation of an ATP molecule from the forward
head is assumed to depend on the stresses on the kinesin head as
k1b = k1b,0 exp
1
2
κ(Fkin
κ
− Φc)2
kBT
, (2.6)
where Φc and κ are constants of the model. This equation captures the fact that the rate
constant k1b is minimum (k1b = k1b,0) when the protein is in equilibrium (i.e., when Fkin =
κΦc).
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The motion of kinesin involves two time scales. The time needed for one cycle of
the chemical process to complete is referred to as the dwell time. The diffusion time is
the required time for a head which just become free to step to the next binding site by
Brownian motion and by relaxing the stresses due to the conformational change. This
diffusion time is much shorter than the dwell time in vitro [27]. For a higher viscous fluid,
the diffusion time increases, but the increase is not large enough to make the diffusion
time comparable to the dwell time. Since the size of a kinesin neck and that of a head
are very small compared to polymers and other particles in a cell, it is plausible to assume
that the diffusion time is very short even in highly viscous environments (e.g., in vivo).
Furthermore, the cargo also experiences increased drag forces in fluids with increased
viscosity. That causes the chemical reaction to slow down. For nano-size particles, the
viscosity that the particles experience increases exponentially over their sizes [72, 73]. As
the cargo is larger than the kinesin heads and neck, the effect of the high viscosity on
the chemical reaction is stronger than its effect on the diffusion time. The supplementary
material of Gennerich and Schild [74] provides further evidence of this assumption using
the experimental data of Kural et al. [52]. Thus, we can assume that diffusion occurs
approximately instantaneously.
The dwell time is calculated by using the rate of chemical reaction or by capturing the
transition between chemical states of kinesin.
2.4.1 Average rate of chemical reaction
By using single molecule Michaelis-Menten equations [75], the average rate of these
two reactions can be calculated as
dρ
dt
= ± 2k2f [ATP]
KM + [ATP]
, (2.7)
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where KM = k1b+k2fk1f . The variable ρ is a state variable whose time rate of change captures
the average velocity of the chemical process.The value of ρ becomes 1 (or -1) when the
chemical reaction is complete. Then, ρ starts to decrease (or increase) to reach -1 (or 1).
The values of 1 and -1 are not physical but just reference values to capture the instants
when a cycle of the chemical reaction completes. A more detailed explanation is given
in [40].
2.4.2 Stochastic rate of chemical reaction
To capture the stochastically changing dwell time of kinesin, the probability distribu-
tion of the dwell time can be calculated as
f(t) =
k1fk2f [ATP]
2A
[e(A+B)t − e(B−A)t], (2.8)
where A =
√
(k1f [ATP ] + k1b + k2f)2/4− k1fk2f [ATP] and B = −(k1f [ATP] + k1b +
k2f)/2. The cumulative distribution is then obtained by integrating Eq. (2.8) to obtain
c(t) =
k1fk2f [ATP]
2A
×
[e(A+B)t
A+B
− e
(B−A)t
B −A −
2A
A2 −B2
]
. (2.9)
The instantaneous chemical reaction rate is determined by the function c(t) and a uni-
formly distributed random variable, w. Our stochastic model requires one random variable
for each step of the kinesin. One can obtain the instantaneous dwell time, Tc, by satisfying
the following relation,
c(Tc) = wj, (2.10)
where j is the index for the step. When the load is constant, the dwell time of each step
can simply be calculated from Eq. (2.10). In the collective transport, however, c(t) keeps
changing due to the varying load on each kinesin. The chemical state variable ρ enables
the capture of this varying chemical rate. Using the instantaneous dwell time obtained
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from Eq. (2.10), the instantaneous rate of the chemical state variable is calculated for
every time step as
dρ
dt
= ± 2
Tc
. (2.11)
The factor of 2 is included because ρ varies between -1 and 1.
2.4.3 Stochastic state transition
Kinesins are assumed to have four different states per step as shown in Fig. 2.2. Be-
cause the interaction of kinesin molecule and the binding sites of MTs are different for
each state of kinesin, the unbinding probabilities depend on the current state of the kinesin.
Thus, the current state of the kinesin has to be determined before calculating the unbinding
probability. The probabilities of states (i.e., [K+MT], [K.ATP +MT]1, [K.ATP +MT]2,
and [K.ADP.Pi + MT]) are determined by the transition rates. Probabilities satisfy
d
dt
P[K+MT] = −k1f [ATP]P[K+MT] + k1bP[K.ATP+MT]1
d
dt
P[K.ATP+MT]1 = k1f [ATP]P[K+MT] − k1bP[K.ATP+MT]1 − k2fP[K.ATP+MT]2, (2.12)
d
dt
P[K.ADP.Pi+MT] = k2fP[K.ATP+MT]2,
P[K.ATP+MT]1 = P[K.ATP+MT]2
where P[K+MT], P[K.ATP+MT]1, P[K.ATP+MT]2 and P[K.ADP.Pi+MT] denote the probabilities
of chemical states of kinesin shown in Fig. 2.2. Parameters k1f , k1b, and k2f are the
transition rates between the states shown in Fig. 2.2 and Eq. (2.5). If the ith cycle starts
at ti, the probability of the current state during the cycle is obtained by solving Eq. (2.12)
with the initial conditions P[K+MT](ti) = 1, and P[K.ATP+MT]1(ti) = P[K.ATP+MT]2(ti) =
P[K.ADP.Pi+MT](ti) = 0. Fig. 2.4 shows the probabilities of the bound states over time.
The two curves in Fig. 2.4 (b) show the two probabilities, P[K+MT](t) and P[K+MT](t) +
P[K.ATP+MT]2(t).
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To determine the instants of transitions, a uniformly distributed random number (r0)
between 0 and 1 is generated. When P[K+MT] becomes r0, the transition from [K+MT] to
[K.ATP +MT]1 occurs. Then, the next transition from [K.ATP +MT]2 to [K.ADP.Pi +MT]
occurs when P[K+MT] + P[K.ATP+MT]2 reaches r0.
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Figure 2.4: Probability of chemical states. (a) shows the changes of the states of kinesin
over time in the absence of a load. The thin solid line is the probability of the
state [K+MT], and the dotted line and the thick line denote the probability of
the states [K.ATP +MT]2 and [K.ADP.Pi +MT]. (b) shows the cumulative
probabilities. They are used to determine the instant of the transition between
states.
2.4.4 Backward step
If a large load acts on the cargo, kinesins walk toward the minus-end of the MT as well
as toward the plus-end [27, 29]. For example, the backward probability is about 5% and
27% for resisting loads of 4 pN and 6 pN, respectively. The cycle of the backward motion
is shown in Fig. 2.5. Both the forward and the backward motion are also captured in our
model. The model parameters are obtained using experimental results obtained by Carter
et al. [27]. They observed that the probability of backward steps increases exponentially
with the external load.
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Figure 2.5: Backward step cycle is depicted. ATP binds to the leading head (a); next, the
trailing head moves forward due to the conformational change (b); due to the
large resisting load acting on the cargo linker, the free head diffuses back to its
original site; then, the head attaches to the MT by releasing ADP (c), and ATP
is hydrolyzed in the other head (d).
To model this process we use the following algorithm. When the ATP is bound to
the head of a kinesin, the probability of backward steps corresponding to the force on the
kinesin is calculated. Then, a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1 is
generated. If the random number is larger than the probability of a backward step, then
the free head of the kinesin diffuses to the forward binding site. Otherwise, the free head
moves to the binding site behind the fixed head.
2.5 Parameter
Experimentally obtained in vitro steady state force-velocity curves [28] are used to
determine k1f , k1b,0, k2f , κ and Φc. Tab. 2.5 shows the values of the parameters of the
mechanistic model. The fit is achieved by the nonlinear least-squares fit toolbox in MAT-
LAB. Note that the rate constants of the model in the absence of external loads are similar
to the values obtained in the experiment of ATPase [76]. Kc is defined as the experimen-
tally obtained value [77]. In this chapter, the NL is assumed to behave like a linear spring.
Thus, the value of Kn is determined so that the linear spring has the same strain energy
with the energy of the worm like chain model in [66].
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Table 2.1: The values of parameters of the mechanistic model.
Parameter Value Unit
Kc 0.3 pN/nm
Kn 3.8 pN/nm
k1f 2.385 µM−1s−1
k1b,0 32.921 s−1
k2f 98.875 s−1
Φc 1.2114 nm
κ 3.302 pN/nm
Fig. 2.6 shows that the model is able to predict the velocity of kinesin very well by
using the obtained parameters.
2.6 Conclusions
The model presented in this chapter is used to perform the studies discussed in the fol-
lowing chapters. Especially, the effects of force on the chemical reaction shown in Eq. (2.6)
are used to consider the effects of viscoelasticity of the fluid where the transport takes
place on the kinesin motion (in chapter III), and to predict collective transport (in chap-
ters IV and V) where the forces acting on individual kinesins fluctuate over time because
of the stochastic motion of kinesins. Also, the method of calculating the probability of
each state shown in Eq. (2.12) is necessary to obtain the unbinding probability of kinesins
from the MTs (in chapter IV) because the unbinding probabilities are different over the
various states of kinesins. Both the effects of force on the chemical reaction and on the
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Figure 2.6: Experimentally observed velocity and velocity predicted from the model
unbinding probability are also used to predict the motion of kinesin in the presence of
obstacles (in chapters VI and VII).
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CHAPTER III
The effects of viscoelastic fluid on kinesin transport
3.1 Summary
In this chapter, the mechanistic model developed in chapter II is used to consider the
effect of viscoelasticity of the cellular fluid on the kinesin-medicated transport. This vis-
coelasticity is caused by the polymers which exist in the fluid. Their interaction with the
cargo is considered by modifying the generalized Langevin equation and incorporating it
into the mechanistic model.
3.2 Background and motivation
The intracellular fluid is different from fluids used for in vitro experiments. It is much
more viscous than water and also has elasticity. The large complex modulus of fluid is
expected to be a significant factor affecting the motion of kinesin. Holzwarth et al. [78]
calculated the required force for kinesin to pull a cargo in the cytoplasm. With the complex
modulus data of a COS7 cell, they concluded that a very strong force (∼ 75 pN) is needed
to transport a bead of radius 0.1 µm. However, their results are based on the assumption
that the motion of kinesin in vivo is the same as the motion in vitro. In addition, their
method applies only to steady state motion. The velocity of kinesin in cellular fluids and
in artificial viscoelastic fluids is observed by [79–81]. They also estimated the velocity
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in cellular fluid by using the force-velocity curve of kinesin in vitro and the viscoelastic
properties that correspond to a very low frequency motion. Their calculation showed a
good match between numerical and experimental results. However, the frequency of ki-
nesin stepping is about 100 Hz, which is much higher than the frequency they used. Also,
their method is sensitive to the selection of the value chosen for the low frequency. There-
fore, the goal of this chapter is to develop a model which is capable of describing both
transient and steady state motions. The model also considers the viscoelasticity of fluid
so that the effects of viscosity and elasticity on kinesin can be revealed. The transient
dynamics is particularly important in a highly viscoelastic fluid because kinesin requires a
relatively long time before reaching its equilibrium configuration (i.e. 8 nm advance of a
cargo takes much longer than the time in low viscous fluid). Thus, previous models which
do not consider the transient motion are insufficient for modeling the motion of kinesin in
a viscoelastic fluid.
Theoretical studies provide models for the dynamics of a sphere moving in a viscoelas-
tic fluid [82–86]. One of the fundamental assumptions of these studies is that the fluid
behaves as if it contains small, linearly elastic spheres which account for the elasticity of
the fluid. This assumption is feasible if the sphere of interest is very large compared to
other particles in the fluid or the particles have spherical shapes. However, the size of
a motor protein and its cargo is comparable to other particles in the cytoplasm and cells
have particles whose shapes are not like a sphere. Furthermore, particles present in vivo
are not purely elastic. They have viscosity as well as elasticity. Thus, their models can-
not be simply extended to the motion of kinesin in a viscoelastic fluid. Hence, newly
developed analysis tools from microrheology have to be used for this study. Subdiffusion,
generalized Langevin equation (GLE), generalized Stokes Einstein relation (GSE), and
fractional Brownian motion (FBM) are some of the main concepts which can be used to
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better understand the effect of viscoelastic fluid on the motion of kinesin [87–91].
The GLE is used with some modifications in this work to predict the motion of a
spherical cargo in the cytoplasm. This equation is an improved version of the Langevin
equation which governs the motion of a particle in a purely viscous fluid (used for in vitro
models). Thermal fluctuations of a cargo in a purely viscous fluid have a white noise
distribution (normal diffusion) because there is no temporal correlation in the fluctuations.
Thus, the resulting mean square displacement (MSD) of the cargo is proportional to t
(time). However, the cytoplasm exhibits subdiffusion where the MSD due to thermal
fluctuations is proportional to tα, where α is a constant (0 < α < 1). This MSD results
in a complex modulus which has fractional slopes over frequency on a log scale [92].
In contrast, a system composed of linear elastic and viscous elements has integer slopes.
This indicates that subdiffusion cannot be accurately modeled as a system composed of
linear springs and dashpots. Therefore, the motion of a particle in cellular fluid has to
be described using the GLE. Note that subdiffusion results from temporal correlations in
thermal fluctuations. This means that the system dynamics depends not only on current
states but also on past states. The GLE accounts for this behavior by using a convolution
term of velocities and a memory function.
To study kinesin in a viscoelastic fluid, it is necessary to start by first measuring the
complex modulus of the fluid. Since the properties of a fluid are measured by interactions
between the particles in the fluid and a measurement probe, the size of the probe is an
important parameter. The size of kinesin cargoes is of the order of 1 µm, so microrheology
has to be employed. In microrheology, there are two ways of measuring the complex
modulus of a fluid [93]. The active method is to apply forces to a probe particle from
the outside of the system by using an optical trap or a magnetic tweezer. The passive
method uses thermal fluctuations as excitation mechanism. In this method, a particle that
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already exists in the fluid is used as a probe to minimize the intervention into the original
system. The MSD of the probe particle is observed over time using video tracking or laser
tracking systems. The GSE provides a method to calculate the complex modulus from
the measured MSD by using the GLE. The Fourier transform of the GLE establishes the
relation between the complex modulus and the MSD in the frequency domain. Finally, the
experimental MSD data is transformed to the frequency domain and substituted into the
GLE [94]. This method is limited by the distance the particle is allowed to travel. In a
highly dense fluid, the area in which a particle can travel by thermal fluctuations is very
small compared to its size. It is also possible that the particle becomes trapped in networks
of long polymers and cannot escape without external forces. It is reported that the MSD
of a particle in a viscoelastic fluid flattens after a long time [89, 94–96]. This observation
supports the idea that the particle becomes trapped by polymers. Thus, the features of a
motion of a particle that travels over a long distance in a fluid cannot be found passively.
Nevertheless, this passive method is used frequently because it is less invasive compared to
the active method where the external force can have effects not only on the probe particle
but also on other particles in the fluid.
Generally, the complex modulus of a viscoelastic fluid over frequency can correspond
to a power law behavior, and the power can vary over the frequency of excitation. In
this chapter, however, the complex modulus corresponding to a power law with a con-
stant power is considered. For example, water mixed with 2 mg/ml of xanthan follows
such a power law [79]. This assumption is reasonable for some cellular fluids also. For
example, the cytoplasms of PC12 and NT2 cells have complex modulus whose powers
are approximately constant over a wide range of frequencies [80, 97]. To simplify the
memory function in the GLE, the complex modulus is assumed to have a single constant
fraction number in this chapter. This assumption leads to a FBM which comes from a sin-
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gle fractional Gaussian noise [87]. The FBM provides a simple memory function which
is proportional to t−α (where α characterizes the ratio between viscosity and elasticity).
A fluid characterized by a small α has higher elasticity and lower viscosity than a fluid
characterized by a large α.
Two stochastic factors are inherent in the motion of kinesin. One comes from the
thermal fluctuations, and the other is related to the chemical reaction between ATP and the
motor heads. The model used here is deterministic and provides predictions for the mean
behavior of kinesin for both transient and steady state motions. A deterministic model is
used because it has significantly higher computational efficiency than any other stochastic
computational model.
3.3 Viscoelastic model
3.3.1 Approximate FBM
Viscoelastic effects in a subdiffusional environment are implemented using the FBM.
Due to the small size of the kinesin molecule, direct effects of the fluid on it can be ne-
glected. However, the viscoelastic effects on the cargo are important. They are described
with the GLE. One obtains
mc
dvc(t)
dt
= −ζ
∫ t
0
vc(τ)H(t− τ)dτ + Fth(t) + F (t), (3.1)
where H(t) is the memory function, Fth(t) is the force caused by thermal fluctuations, ζ
is a constant which represents the intensity of the viscoelastic forces, and mc and vc are
the mass and velocity of the cargo. For a purely viscous fluid, ζ is the damping coefficient
(and has a value of 6πrη for a sphere of radius r moving in the fluid).
Fth(t) is related to the memory function by < Fth(t)Fth(t′) >= kBTζH(t−t′), where
< · > represents the mean over time. This force is not included in our deterministic model
because its mean value is zero.
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The objective of the model is to predict the motion of the cargo when the force is given.
However, the original GLE in Eq. (3.1) has an implicit form for the velocity. To solve this
problem, the original GLE is converted into an explicit form for the displacement. Also,
inertia is neglected because the Reynolds number of the cargo is very small (10−6− 10−3)
when the size of the cargo is about 1µm. Thus, its inertia is very small compared to other
forces. The thermal fluctuations of the cargo induced by collisions with other particles in
the fluid are very fast compared to the time scale of the walking of kinesin. Thus, most
of the thermal forces are assumed to cancel out rapidly, and their effects on the kinesin
molecule are considered negligible. With these assumptions, one obtains
xc(t) = xc(0) +
1
ζ
∫ t
0
D(t− τ)Fc(τ)dτ, (3.2)
where D(t) = L−∞
[
∞
∫L{H(⊔)}
]
, with L and L−∞ representing the Laplace transform and
inverse Laplace transform, respectively.
Experiments on certain neuron cells have revealed that the complex modulus of the
intracellular fluid approximately follows a FBM with a single fractional number α ≈
0.8 (where α characterizes the ratio between viscosity and elasticity) [80]. Substituting
in Eq. (3.2) the expression for the memory function of FBM with a single α, one obtains
xc(t) = xc(0) +
1
ζ
1
Γ(α)Γ(3− α)
∫ t
0
M(t− τ)Fc(τ)dτ, (3.3)
where M(τ) = |τ |α−1 is the memory function of this modified GLE, and Γ is the gamma
function [87]. Note that ζ is related to the magnitude of complex modulus of a viscoelastic
fluid (see Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8).
The current position and force on the cargo can be calculated using Eqs. 2.1–2.4 and
3.3. Then, the numerical convolution in Eq. (3.3) is performed with the following tech-
niques.
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First, the different methods are used to calculate the integration from 0 to t− ε and the
integration from t− ε to t. The trapezoidal rule is used to obtain the integration from 0 to
t− ε. To avoid the integration around the singular point at τ = t, the integration between
t− ε and t is changed to another simple form as∫ t
t−ε
M(t− τ)Fc(τ)dτ =
∫ t
t−ε
(t− τ)α−1Fc(τ)dτ ≃∫ t
t−ε
(t− τ)α−1
[
Fc(t) +
Fc(t)− Fc(t− ε)
ε
(τ − t)
]
dτ = (3.4)
Fc(t)
1
α
εα +
Fc(t)− Fc(t− ε)
ε
1
α + 1
(−εα+1).
The complex summation can be used to calculate the integration near τ = t. However,
Eq. (3.4) is used because it reduces the calculation time, and this conversion is consistent
with the trapezoidal integration which assumes that Fc changes linearly between two time
steps.
Second, the convolution term in Eq. (3.3) has to be computed at every time step, and
that increases the calculation time significantly. To address this issue, we developed a new
method which approximates the memory function. Specifically, the rate of change of the
memory function is proportional to (t− τ)α−2, and this value is small in the region where
τ is not close to t. So, the memory function can be assumed to be piece-wise linear in
that region (Fig. 3.1). Then, the calculation of the convolution integral can be simplified
as follows∫ t
0
M(t− τ)Fc(τ)dτ =
∫ t
0
(t− τ)α−1Fc(τ)dτ ≈[ ∫ u1
0
(a1τ + b1)Fc(τ)dτ +
∫ u2
u1
(a2τ + b2)Fc(τ)dτ + ... (3.5)
+
∫ uN
uN−1
(aNτ + bN )Fc(τ)dτ
]
+
∫ t
uN
(t− τ)α−1Fc(τ)dτ =
i=N∑
i=0
[
ai
(
U(ui+1)− U(ui)
)
+ bi
(
V (ui+1)− V (ui)
)]
+
∫ t
uN
(t− τ)α−1Fc(τ)dτ,
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where ui are time instances between 0 and t, while ai and bi are slopes and y-intercepts of
each line, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The functionsU(ui) and V (ui) are defined as
∫ ui
0
τFc(τ)dτ
and
∫ ui
0
Fc(τ)dτ .
While all past data is needed to compute the convolution term at the current instant,
the simplified computation of Eq. (3.5) requires discrete data only at few time instances ui
and the calculation of a single integral (only from uN to t instead of one from 0 to t).
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Figure 3.1: Approximation of the memory function, M(t − τ). The memory function for
α =0.5 and t =1,000 [×10 ms] is shown. aiτ + bi indicates the equation for
the ith linear approximation.
Finally, the position of cargo is calculated by substituting Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 into Eq. (3.3).
One obtains
xc(t) = xc(0) +
1
ζ
1
Γ(α)Γ(3− α)
[ i=N∑
i=0
{ai
(
U(ui+1)− U(ui)
)
+ bi
(
V (ui+1)− V (ui)
)}
+
∫ t−ε
uN
(t− τ)α−1Fc(τ)dτ + Fc(t) 1
α
εα +
Fc(t)− Fc(t− ε)
ε
1
α + 1
(−εα+1)
]
.(3.6)
This approach reduces the calculation time significantly. For example, when computing
the convolution from 0 to 0.1 s with the time step of 0.01 ms, the approximated convolution
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of Eq. (3.6) is about 90 times faster than the numerical integration with no modification.
Also, the error due to the approximation made in Eq. (3.6) was checked for Fc(τ) = τ 2
because an exact solution exists for this Fc. When integrating from 0 to 0.1 s with the time
step of 0.01 ms, the error is about 1%.
3.3.2 Relation between the FBM and the complex modulus
Because a viscoelastic fluid allows energy storage and loss, its modulus contains both
real and imaginary part. In the frequency domain, the complex modulus G is expressed
as G(f) = G′(f) + jG′′(f), where f represents frequency. The value of the real and
imaginary part are determined by MSD and α as follows [94]
|G(f)| = kBT
πrMSD(t = 1/f)Γ[1 + α(f)]
G′(f) = |G(f)|cos(πα(f)/2) (3.7)
G′′(f) = |G(f)|sin(πα(f)/2),
where r is radius of the interesting sphere in the fluid. The phase of the complex modulus
can be expressed with α. A α value of 0 (or 1) corresponds to a fluid which is purely elastic
(or purely viscous). For the fluid characterized by a single fractional number, a small α
indicates that the fluid has higher elasticity and lower viscosity and vice versa. Gr and fr
are used to determine the magnitude of the complex modulus. The magnitude at a certain
frequency depends on the values of MSD and α at that frequency. Also, MSD depends on
α and ζ [87] as follows
MSD(t) =
kBT
ζ
sin(απ)
π(1− α/2)(1− α)αt
α. (3.8)
Thus, ζ in Eq. (3.3) is determined using Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8.
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The parameter fr is a reference frequency (a value around 0.01 s−1). The parameter
Gr is the ratio of G′′ for water and G′′ for the fluid of interest at the reference frequency
f = fr.
If viscosity and elasticity are caused by independent elements like a spring and a dash-
pot, then one can define viscosity and elasticity separately. Then, it is easy to observe
their effects separately. For a fluid of a single fractional number, however, viscosity and
elasticity are coupled by the fractional number. Therefore, it is impossible to change one
property while the other is fixed. Either viscosity or elasticity can be the reference for the
magnitude of viscoelasticity. If the elasticity is used as the reference value, then a fluid
characterized by a large α has higher elasticity and higher viscosity than a fluid charac-
terized by a small α. Then, the comparison of the motion of kinesin over α can become
unclear because both properties increase with α. Thus, using G′′ as a reference value of
viscosity can lead to more clear comparisons for various values of α.
G′′ has a slope of α over frequency in a log scale. Thus, the ratio between G′′ and
G′′water changes over frequency. The reference frequency fr deals with this issue. When
f > fr, the smaller α is, the lower the viscosity of the fluid is. When f < fr, the relation
between α and viscosity is reversed. As we want a fluid of small α to have low viscosity
over a wide range of frequencies, fr is chosen to have a low value (fr = 0.01s−1), as
shown in Fig. 3.2.
3.3.3 Calculation procedure
To compute the motion using our model, the variables which determine the mechano-
chemical motion of kinesin are updated in time. During each time step ∆t (which typically
is a small fraction of the dwell time) the cargo and neck interact as given by the mechanical
governing equations ( Eqs. 2.1– 2.4 and 3.6 ). The (past) data is stored to evaluate the
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Figure 3.2: Complex modulus for Gr =1,000, and α =0.1, 0.4, 0.7 and 1.
memory effects due to the viscoelastic fluid. At the current time instant t, the required
(past) data are the value of Fc(τ) for all τ from uN to t−∆t, xfhd(t−∆t), xbhd(t−∆t),
xn(t−∆t), xc(t−∆t), ρ,
∫ t−∆t
0
Fcdτ , and
∫ t−∆t
0
τFcdτ . Here, ∆t denotes the time interval
between the current time instant t and the previous time instant. The cargo is assumed to
interact with a kinesin at time t in the same mode as at time t−∆t. Note that there are three
different modes of interaction between the cargo and a kinesin as described in Fig. 2.3.
Next, the values of three variables (xc, xn and Fc) are calculated at the current time
t using Eq. (2.1) (which provides two relations) and Eq. (3.6) (which relates xc(t) and
Fc(t)).
Next, the newly calculated variables are used to ascertain if they satisfy the assumed
interaction (e.g., slack or no slack, assisting or resisting loads, etc). If they do not satisfy
the assumed interaction, then the interaction type is updated and the calculation for the
dynamics is carried out again over that time step.
Next, the rate of the chemical state variable is obtained using Eqs. 2.7 and 2.6. Then,
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the value of ρ is calculated as ρ(t) = ρ(t − ∆t) + dρ
dt
∆t. If ρ(t) is between 1 and -1, the
chemical cycle has not completed. Thus, the heads of kinesin remains in their previous
position. If ρ(t) is larger than 1 (or less than -1), the time instant t˜ when the chemical cycle
is completed (t − ∆t ≤ t˜ ≤ t) is computed by capturing the instant when ρ becomes 1
(or -1) through a linear interpolation. The positions and forces at the current time are also
changed to the values corresponding to t˜. At that instant the heads are assumed to change
positions. Namely, the trailing head is instantaneously relocated to the next binding site
because the diffusion of the head is assumed to occur instantaneously. Also, the forces are
updated to the values corresponding to that instant and those new positions. This procedure
is carried out at every time instant during the calculation.
3.4 Results
In most previous studies of kinesin transport, the effects of the properties of the fluid
were not analyzed because they do not play a major role in vitro. In a highly viscoelastic
fluid, however, the properties of the fluid can have significant influences on kinesin behav-
ior. The model introduced in this chapter is designed to account for these effects. Since
the friction exerted by the fluid decreases with the size of the cargo, a nano-sized cargo
may be too small to clearly highlight the effectiveness of the model. Hence, the radius of
the cargo was selected as 1 µm because that is the size of large intracellular cargoes such
as mitochondria [98].
In this section, we analyze the motion of kinesin in fluids with various properties to
reveal the effects of viscosity and elasticity. In addition, the response of kinesin to fluc-
tuating loads is examined by using the ability of the model to predict transient dynamics.
Notably, we observe that even if the magnitudes of the fluctuating loads are the same, the
speed of the kinesin changes with the frequency of the load.
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3.4.1 Effects of load and viscosity
Many researchers have demonstrated that the speed of kinesin in vitro depends on the
load [25, 27–29]. If a single motor has no load, its in vitro velocity is about 800 nm/s
when the concentration of ATP is 2 mM. The speed decreases to about 200∼300 nm/s
under a load of 6 pN. This speed is about 25 % of the speed in the absence of a load. This
large decrease indicates that the effect of the load is dominant in a fluid of low viscosity.
However, the dependence of the velocity on the load becomes weak if the fluid is highly
viscous. When viscosity is 1,000 times higher than that of water, for example, the velocity
under a high load (6 pN) is just 50 % of the velocity under no load. Another noticeable
feature is the nonlinear relationship between load and velocity. For a fluid having low
viscosity, kinesin maintains its highest velocity (for a given ATP concentration) even if the
load is small (0 ∼ 3 pN). As the load increases, the velocity of kinesin starts to decrease.
The rate of decrease keeps growing with the load. This nonlinear behavior of kinesin
abates in a highly viscous fluid. Because kinesin significantly slows down when moving
in fluids with high viscosity (even without a load), its force-velocity curve has an almost
constant slope for high Gr, as shown in Fig. 3.3. Similarly, Fig. 3.4 shows that the effects
of the load are more pronounced as Gr decreases.
3.4.2 Effects of elasticity
For viscoelastic fluids, it is difficult to observe the effects of elasticity when Gr is
small. Fluids governed by the GLE have viscosity and elasticity that are proportional to
Gr. So, in the range of low Gr, viscous and elastic force are weak. To observe the effect of
elasticity, transport velocities in fluids with complex moduli corresponding to Gr higher
than approximately 200 are needed to be compared. Thus, velocities of kinesin for various
α were calculated for Gr values of 500, 1,000 and 1,500.
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Figure 3.3: Effect of load on force-velocity curves for transport in various purely viscous
fluids; [ATP] = 2 mM.
The effect of the elastic component of the fluid force depends on α, as shown in Fig. 3.5.
Recall that a small α value corresponds to a low viscosity and a high elasticity. This prop-
erty results in the rapid deceleration of the high initial velocity. The velocities can be
examined by dividing the motion into three parts. At the beginning ( t < 0.2 s), the motion
in the fluid with smaller α is faster because the viscous force is small while the elastic
force is negligible ( Part 1 ). As the kinesin moves forward ( 0.2 s < t < 3 s ), the intrigu-
ing relation between α and velocities is revealed. Since elasticity creates different forces
over α, the motor protein has high speeds at α = 0.3 ∼ 0.5 ( Part 2 ). For longer travel
( t > 3 s), the speed of kinesin is approximately proportional to α ( Part 3 ).
Part 3 may be inconsequential for kinesin transport for the following reasons. First,
Part 3 can only take place if kinesin were to move for a very long time, which would
require a run length much longer than that of a typical single kinesin. In vitro, a single
kinesin moves about 0.8 µm, and that takes about 1 s. After that, the kinesin detaches from
the MT [25]. The run length depends on the load, but the order of magnitude of the time for
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Figure 3.4: Effect of viscosity on velocity at various loads for transport in purely viscous
fluids; [ATP] = 2 mM.
a run length does not change significantly. If this run length and its duration are also valid
for viscoelastic fluids, then Part 2 will dominate the motion of a single kinesin. Although
the run length increases by some factor [99], kinesin may not have an opportunity to enter
into Part 3. Thus, if the steady state begins during Part 2, then there will be no Part 3.
The elastic force exerted by the fluid on the cargo is related to the displacement of the
cargo. A simple spring cannot be an accurate substitute for the elasticity of a complex
fluid. However, a combination of a spring and a virtual reference is a physically feasible
approximation for the dynamics. Fig. 3.6 shows the conceptual explanation of the function
of the elastic force on a molecular motor. When a cargo starts to move in the fluid, the
elastic component of the fluid force is small and proportional to ℓ, where ℓ refers to the
distance between the cargo and the virtual reference. As the kinesin continues to move,
the cargo and the virtual reference move also. The cargo moves faster than the virtual
reference, and the difference in their velocities increases ℓ, which in turn increases the
elastic component of the fluid force. The increased force decreases the speed of kinesin
until the motion of the cargo and the virtual reference are balanced. Then, ℓ does not
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Figure 3.5: Velocity over time for [ATP] = 2 mM, Gr = 1,000, α = 0.1, 0.4, 0.7 and 1. For
α of 1, the velocity does not change because there is no elastic force. For α
less than 1, the velocity decreases over time due to the growth of the elastic
component of the fluid force.
change, and ℓ = ℓs.
To capture the steady state motion, the memory function in the GLE has to be modified.
The original memory function contains all past states. Thus, the continuously accumulat-
ing states in the function prohibit a steady state. However, for a long travel, states from
the distant past have no effect on the current motion of kinesin. This is similar to the idea
of a virtual reference. That means that there exists a limited range of time in which the
memory function varies. Beyond that, the memory function should have a constant value.
This physically insightful approach, however, raises a challenge, namely that the current
data about the cytoplasm do not supply too many clues about the steady states. Neverthe-
less, we can estimate the limited range from the experiments on the steady state motion
of kinesin in the following way. In a cell, a cargo proceeds by pushing its way through
polymers in the cytoplasm. In this motion, the key for establishing the limited range is the
effective length, ℓs. This length indicates the distance over which one polymer affects the
cargo. ℓs depends on the size of the cargo and the length of the polymers. We assume that
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Figure 3.6: Behavior of the elastic component of the fluid force. VR denotes the virtual
reference. When the motion of the cargo starts, ℓ is very small (a). ℓ increases
as the kinesin moves (b). The steady state begins, and ℓ becomes ℓs (c). In the
steady state, ℓ remains constant ℓ = ℓs (d).
the average effect of the length of the polymers on ℓs is the same regardless of the values
of α and Gr. If this assumption is applicable for a wide range of Gr, the size of the cargo is
the only parameter that determines ℓs. Thus, ℓs is assumed to be proportional to the radius
of the cargo (ℓs = βr, and β is constant over Gr and α). In experiments with kinesin
in an artificially mixed viscoelastic fluid (α = 0.51, Gr = 1,590 and [ATP] = 1 mM), the
steady state velocity of a single motor is about 370 nm/s [79]. By inserting this data into
our model, the value of β was calculated as 0.25. With the concept of ℓs, the steady state
velocities were obtained for Gr = 500, 1,000, and 1,500 and [ATP] = 2 mM are shown
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in Fig. 3.7. These results support the idea that the steady state begins during Part 2. The
exciting result is that a single kinesin can transport cargoes faster in a viscoelastic fluid
than in a purely viscous fluid, and it has a maximum velocity (for a given value of Gr)
when α is between 0.4 and 0.5, as shown in Fig. 3.7. This indicates that a ratio of approx-
imately 0.5 between elasticity and viscosity builds the optimal circumstance for the fast
transport (done by a single kinesin) in a highly viscoelastic fluid.
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Figure 3.7: Steady state velocity versus α for Gr = 500, 1,000, and 1,500.
3.4.3 Motion of vesicles in vivo
Kinesins are involved in fast anterograde axonal transport. Their degraded intracellular
transport capacity can cause neurodegenerative diseases [100]. Thus, speed of kinesin is
one of the most significant characteristics of the transport. The speed of kinesin in vivo is
affected by the viscoelasticity of the cellular fluid. The characteristics of the viscoelastic
fluid may lead to a slower or a faster transport.
The key parameters of the viscoelastic fluid are α and Gr. Parameter α provides in-
formation regarding the ratio between viscosity and elasticity, and parameter Gr is an
indicator for the magnitude of energy dissipation/viscosity/friction in the fluid. The model
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is able to predict the motion of kinesin if α or Gr are constant over frequency, as happens
in some cytoplasm. Hill et al. [80] measured the MSD of vesicles in the neurites of PC12
cells. They also tracked the motion of vesicles of radius 0.3 ∼ 0.4 µm which are trans-
ported by kinesin. They found an average velocity of 1,250 nm/s. The complex modulus
of the cytoplasm of PC12 cells follows the FBM with the constant α and Gr (α = 0.75 and
Gr = 2, 154), as shown in Fig. 3.8 (a). Our model predicts that for the Gr value of 2,154
(as in the PC12 cell), a cargo of radius 0.35 µm (the size of vesicles used in experiments)
has high velocities when α is 0.2 ∼ 0.8 (Fig. 3.8 (b)). Though the predicted velocity is
less than the observed velocity, α of 0.75 is the value for faster transport for the given Gr
value. Note that the speed of vesicles in PC12 cells changes over time [80]. This speed is
even higher than the maximum speed of a single kinesin in vitro. This considerably faster
transport was also found by other researchers [52, 53, 101]. Thus, it is possible that the
faster transport observed in vivo is due to other factors such as the cooperation of several
kinesins. We also note that the values of α for several other cytoplasms vary over fre-
quency [102]. Thus, the FBM with fixed α and Gr is not a general tool to predict motion
of beads in any cytoplasm.
3.4.4 Effects of the frequency of fluctuating loads
The model provides accurate predictions for transient motions of kinesin. To observe
the dynamics of kinesin under time-varying loads, sinusoidally fluctuating loads are ap-
plied to the cargo. Of course, these fluctuations are transfered to the motor heads through
the linkers. Thus, the rate of chemical reaction at the heads changes. The behavior of the
cargo can be conceptually understood as the motion of a very small body connected to the
ground by a spring and a dashpot. If the body experiences a fluctuating load, the amplitude
of its fluctuating displacement is inversely proportional to the spring stiffness, the dashpot
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Figure 3.8: (a) The complex modulus of PC12 cell. Circles and stars are the experimental
data, and lines represents the complex modulus of α = 0.75 and Gr = 2, 154.
(b) The predicted velocity of the cargo of radius 0.35 µm for Gr = 2, 154 and
various α. The arrow indicates the velocity corresponding to the property of
PC12 cells.
viscosity and the frequency of the load. Similar to that simple system, the fluctuations
in the position of the cargo decrease as the viscoelasticity of the fluid increases, or the
frequency of the load increases. As a result, the effects of the fluctuations vanish at high
frequency, and the velocity-frequency curve flattens. In contrast, at lower frequencies, this
curve has exponential variation. The approximate exponential curve is obtained using least
mean square fitting to exact model predictions.
To discover the relationship between the motion of kinesin and the frequency of the
load, two values are calculated: the changes in velocity (∆v), and the frequency (fτ )
corresponding to 90 % of the velocity difference. These values are shown in Fig. 3.9 (a).
For Gr = 500, the changes in velocity over frequency are large compared to other Gr
values, and ∆ v has its highest value at α = 0.6. The dependence of the velocity on
frequency becomes weak when the viscoelasticity is strong, as shown in Fig. 3.9 (b) (not
unlike the case of a rigid body connected to the ground by a spring and dashpot). The
value of fτ also decreases over Gr. The velocity for high Gr saturates at a relatively
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Figure 3.9: The response of kinesin to a load of FL(t) = 2 − 2sin[(2πfL)t]. fL denotes
the frequency of the load. (a) Velocity-frequency curve for α = 0.7, Gr = 500.
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500, 1,000, and 1,500.
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low frequency because viscoelasticity accelerates the saturation of the velocity-frequency
curve, as shown in Fig. 3.9 (c). This result indicates that kinesin is more sensitive to a
fluctuating load in a fluid with low viscoelasticity than in a fluid with high viscoelastcitiy.
3.5 Conclusions
The newly developed model for the motion of kinesin provides solutions for several
restrictions of existing models. By regarding a kinesin molecule as a structure composed
of linearly elastic elements, it is possible to capture its transient and steady state dynamics.
This approach also enables the prediction of the response of molecular motors under time
varying loads. For a sinusoidally fluctuating load, the speed of kinesin changes with the
frequency of the load. However, the effects of the fluctuation disappear at high frequency.
To describe the transport done by kinesin in a viscoelastic fluid, the GLE was applied
to the model. The GLE was converted into a form which is suitable for calculating dis-
placements with previous forces. This method is also useful for analyzing movements of
other motor proteins in the presence of subdiffusion.
The cytoplasms is a highly viscoelastic fluid. We focused on the effect of large vis-
cosity and elasticity on transport performed by molecular motor. Fluids having viscosity
comparable with that of water do not have significant effects on the motion of kinesin.
However, highly viscous fluids decrease the speed of kinesin to a quarter of its velocity in
water. Moreover, the high viscosity also influences the shape of the force-velocity curve.
While the curve for a fluid with low viscosity has a region where velocities are almost
constant, the presence of large viscosity excludes that behavior.
To observe the effect of elasticity, the velocity of kinesin was calculated for various α.
Due to the complicated features of the complex modulus in subdiffusion, the viscoelastic
properties were carefully designed. For fluids exhibiting subdiffusion, viscosity and elas-
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ticity cannot be changed individually. It would be great if a fluid of small α would have a
lower viscosity and higher elasticity than another fluid of high α. However, it is unavoid-
able that this relation is not followed in some frequency range for fluids following FBM.
This problematic frequency range was reduced by a carefully selected reference frequency
and by choosing the viscosity as the reference value for the magnitude of viscoelastic-
ity. However, for a pure FBM, the elastic component of the fluid force grows as a motor
walks. As a result, the α value (for the maximum instantaneous velocity) changes over
time. Initially, α corresponding to the maximum velocity is 0.1. If a steady state analysis
is pursued, the value continuously increases over time.
Experimental data obtained through passive microrheology provides only limited in-
formation regarding the steady motion of a particle under a constant force in a cellular
fluid. To address this issue, we used experimental steady state velocity values for car-
goes transported by kinesin in a viscoelastic fluid and made an assumption regarding the
effective length of the memory function. This approach predicted that kinesin has a max-
imum steady state velocity when α is 0.4 ∼ 0.5. Experimental research could verify this
result. Also, the distance ℓs for a cellular fluid can be measured by exerting a constant
force to a particle which is not connected to kinesins and measuring the distance that
the particle moves before its velocity does not change over time. Moreover, the funda-
mental equation used in this chapter is available for the FBM having a single fractional
number. This approximation is well suited for artificially created fluids and simulated cy-
toplasm [35, 79, 81]. However, it is not guaranteed that this relationship holds for every
fluid. To cover more general cases, the memory function has to be extended to the level of
describing the FBM with multiple fractional numbers. In addition, it is likely that a spa-
tially varying complex modulus is present in vivo. That may require the memory function
to transform continuously with the change in the complex modulus.
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CHAPTER IV
Effects of kinesins binding/unbinding on their collective
transport
4.1 Summary
In this chapter, the unbinding of kinesin from the MTs and the rebinding to the MTs
are characterized with stochastic models. Then, the unbinding and rebinding models are
integrated with the mechanistic model for the walking motion (chapter II) to predict the
collective transport of a cargo when several kinesins are attached to the cargo. The results
of this chapter suggest that the collective transport is beneficial particularly for the long
range intracellular movements because the run length of the cargo increases dramatically
over the number of the kinesins.
4.2 Background and motivation
Several experiments have measured the run length of cargoes transported by kinesins.
Block et al. [30] reported that cargoes move about 1.4 µm when they are pulled on average
by about one and half kinesin molecules. The distribution of the run length in those ex-
periments follows an exponential probability distribution. The effects of external resisting
loads exerted on the cargo and the concentration of ATP on the run length was observed
by Schnitzer et al. [25]. The run length decreases with increasing resisting load and de-
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creasing ATP concentration. In the experiment performed by Uemura et al. [103,104], the
magnitude of the loads causing unbinding were measured. They exerted loads toward the
plus or the minus-end of the MTs to discover the effects of the direction of the load. Their
results show that kinesins tend to unbind more easily when subjected to loads toward the
plus-end of the MTs than by loads toward the opposite direction. However, the difference
is not considerable. The experiment of Beeg et al. [2] focused on the transport of cargoes
by groups of kinesins. To observe the relation between the number of kinesins and the run
length, they varied the number of kinesins attached to the cargo. The run length increased
as more kinesins participate in the transport. However, the run length was surprisingly
reduced when the cargo was moved by considerably many kinesins.
Mathematical models have been proposed to calculate the run length of kinesin. Schnitzer
et al. [25] established an equation regarding the run length of a single kinesin molecule by
using Arrhenius-Eyring kinetics. The approach produced a successful fit to experimental
data for various ATP concentrations and external loads. However, the model is only ap-
plicable to the motion of single molecules. For transport by several kinesins, Klumpp et
al. [42] utilized discrete Markov chains to obtain a master equation regarding the number
of motors which effectively participate in the transport. Then, they obtained the station-
ary solution for the master equation. By substituting the transition rates of kinesins (i.e.,
binding rate to MT, and unbinding rate from MT), their model obtained an analytical solu-
tion for the mean value and the probability density function (pdf) of the run length. Their
unbinding model accounts for the effects of load by assuming that the load is equally
distributed over every kinesin bound on the MT. However, the distribution of loads over
motors continuously changes due to the stochastic motion of kinesins [51, 105, 106]. Fur-
thermore, their binding model is not able to capture the locations where rebinding occurs,
despite the fact that those locations also affect the collective transport.
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The goal of this chapter is to develop a binding/unbinding model which is able to
capture the stochastic unbinding and binding of kinesins to the MTs and their dependencies
on the force acting on them. By using the model, the run length and velocity of collective
transport under constant loads are obtained. The characterization on the unbinding of
kinesins captures an interesting behavior of kinesins, namely that they spend a long time
remaining on the MT when large resisting loads are applied. The model predicts that this
behavior of kinesin is beneficial for the cargo to overcome obstacles. Also, the velocity
of collective transport is affected by the stochastic rebinding process as well as by the
velocity of kinesin molecules itself.
4.3 Models
The mechanistic model introduced in chapter II is used to capture the walking mo-
tion of kinesins. Kinesin molecules are assumed to have state [K+MT], [K.ATP +MT]1,
[K.ATP +MT]2, or [K.ADP.Pi +MT] when they are bound to the MT. Thus, before
calculating the unbinding probability, the instant of the transition between bound states is
captured by the mechanistic model. The details of the mechanistic model are provided
in chapter II. Both heads of kinesin are strongly bound during the state [K.ATP +MT]2
and [K.ADP.Pi +MT]. Thus, it is assumed that the probabilities to unbind during the
states [K.ATP +MT]2 and [K.ADP.Pi +MT] are negligible, and the preponderance of
instances of unbinding occurs either from state [K +MT] or state [K.ATP +MT]1. Thus,
the unbinding probabilities corresponding to states [K +MT] and [K.ATP +MT]1 are
calculated in this chapter.
Among several kinesins connected to a cargo, some kinesins walk along the MT, and
others are not attached to the MT but just follow the cargo. Since both heads of unbound
kinesins are free from the MT, the position of these heads fluctuates over time. The effect
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Figure 4.1: The kinesin cycle. The states in the upper box relate to the walking cycle of the
kinesin. K denotes the kinesin molecule. The lower box relates to the unbound
state of the kinesin. The variables denoted by k are transition rates between
states, and PD0 and PD1 represent the probability of unbinding from the MT
when the kinesin is in the state [K +MT] and [K.ATP +MT]1. (a) An ATP
molecule binds to the leading head of the kinesin. (b) The binding of ATP to
the kinesin head results in a structural changes in the head [1]. This change
induces the docking of the NL to its head. The docking of the NL to the leading
head generates a force to move the trailing head toward the plus-end of MT.
Then, the trailing head diffuses to the next binding site of MT by Brownian
motion. (c) The moving head binds to the MT and releases ADP. (d) ATP
in the rear head is hydrolyzed, and then this hydrolysis enables the release of
phosphate (Pi) from the head. Then, the NL returns to the disordered state
from the docked state.
of this fluctuation on the rebinding is included in the model by calculating the pdf of the
positions of unbound kinesins.
4.3.1 Unbinding model
The unbinding probability during the state [K +MT] is calculated over time using the
transition rate kD0 from the state [K +MT] to the unbound state [K], as shown in Fig. 4.1.
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If the ith cycle starts at an instant ti, the unbinding probability in state [K+MT] during
this cycle is obtained by solving the following set of equations with the initial condition
P[K+MT ](t = ti) = 1.
d
dt
P[K+MT ] = −kD0P[K+MT ], (4.1)
P[K+MT ](t) + PD0(t) = 1,
where P[K+MT] is the probability that kinesin remains attached to the MT, and PD0(t) is
the unbinding probability in state [K+MT]. Thus, the growth of PD0 over time can be
calculated as
PD0(t) = 1− exp(−kD0t) (4.2)
The time constant of the cargo motion transported by single kinesin was experimentally
measured by Carter et al. [27] to be approximately 15.3 µs for a resisting load of 5 pN
applied to the cargo. The dwell time of kinesin has also been measured experimentally
by numerous researchers for that load, including Visscher et al. [28]. That dwell time is
about 70 ms. Hence, the duration of state [K.ATP +MT]1 is much shorter than the dwell
time and thus negligibly short. Due to this very short duration of state [K.ATP +MT]1, a
single unbinding probability value (i.e., PD1) is used for this state instead of capturing the
changes of the probability over time.
This model is able to predict the instant of transition between bound states. Thus,
the effect of ATP concentration on unbinding is intrinsic to the model. The model also
accounts for the effects of force by using Bell model [107] and expressions inspired by
Boltzmann’s law as
kD0 = kD0,0 exp
|Fkin|d0
kBT
,
PD1 = PD1,0 exp
|Fkin|d1
kBT
, (4.3)
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where kD0,0, PD1,0, d0, and d1 are parameters of the unbinding model. Fkin is the force
transferred from the cargo to the kinesin. The equation for this force is provided in chap-
ter II. The occurrence of an unbinding event is determined by comparing the calculated
probability with uniformly distributed random numbers.
The transport performed by a single kinesin does not include the rebinding process.
Instead, the experimentally observed run lengths of single kinesins [25] are used to deter-
mine parameters of the unbinding model. The parameters of the model are obtained so that
the model predicts run lengths measured experimentally. The fitting is done by using the
nonlinear least-squares fit function (lsqnonlin) in MATLAB. Note that the results of the
fitting indicate that the effects of the load on unbinding during the state [K +MT] are very
weak. Hence, d0 is very small compared to other parameters. Thus, the value of d0 is set as
zero. Tab. 4.3.1 represents the values of the parameters, and Fig. 4.2 shows the run length
of the experiments and the model. The values of the parameters can be changed by the
interactions between kinesins. When the number of kinesins is small (e.g., between 1 and
5) and not considerably large (like hundreds), the effect of interference among kinesins on
the unbinding of kinesins is assumed negligible. Thus, the parameters of unbinding used
in this chapter apply to the cargoes transported by one to five kinesins.
4.3.2 Rebinding model
The kinesin released from the MT can possibly bind again to several binding sites,
as shown in Fig. 4.3. The probability of rebinding to the jth binding site is calculated
using the transition rate kA,j . The value of kA,j decreases as the distance between the
unbound kinesin and the jth binding site increases. The position of the neck and heads
of the unbound kinesins are assumed to be the same. Thus, those positions are denoted
by a single variable xu,k. The dependence on the distance is assumed to have a parabolic
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Figure 4.2: The run length of single kinesins. (a) shows the run length for various loads
for [ATP] = 2 mM; (b) shows the run length when [ATP] = 5 µM.
Table 4.1: The values of parameters regarding unbinding.
Parameter Value Unit
kD0,0 0.01633 s−1
PD1,0 0.01 probability
d0 0 nm
d1 1.272 nm
distribution, as shown in Fig. 4.3.
Since the time scale of the thermal fluctuations of an unbound kinesin is very short,
the value of kA,j (which depends on the position of the unbound kinesin) also changes
rapidly over time. Intensive computations are required to capture the value of kA,j over
time. Instead of calculating the rapidly changing kA,j , the following method is used. First,
the pdf of the position of the unbound kinesin is obtained by using the strain energy in
the kinesin structure. Then, the time average of kA,j is obtained at every time step by
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Figure 4.3: The rebinding of the unbound kinesin. The unbound kinesin has probabilities
to rebind at several binding sites of the MT. PK is the probability to stay in the
unbound state, while PA,j−1, PA,j , and PA,j+1 are the probabilities to rebind at
the (j− 1)th, jth, and (j+1)th binding site. kA,j is the transition rate from the
unbound state to the bound state at the jth binding site. The values of kAj−1,
kAj , and kAj+1 vary over the position of unbound kinesin xu,k with respect
to the position of binding sites of the MT. CA is a parameter of the model
which denotes the rate of rebinding to a certain binding site when the unbound
kinesin is exactly above that site.
spatially integrating the value of kA,j weighted by the pdf of the unbound kinesins. By
using this method, the amount of computation reduces significantly because the time step
can be determined by the dynamics of bound kinesins not by the fluctuating motion of the
unbound kinesin.
pdf of the position of the unbound kinesin
The pdf of the position of the unbound kinesin is obtained by using two pdf of position
(i.e., the pdf of the cargo and pdf of unbound kinesin with respect to the cargo). The pdf of
the position of the cargo can be obtained using the Boltzmann law, P ∝ exp(−E/kBT ),
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where E is the mechanical potential energy in the kinesin. When only one kinesin is bound
to the MT, the potential energy arisen from the tension in the bound kinesin is calculated
as
Ec(xc) =

1
2
Ke(xc − xr − Lc)2 + FL(xc− < xc >) if xc > xr + Lc,
1
2
Ke(xc − xr + Lc)2 + FL(xc− < xc >) if xc < xr − Lc,
FL(xc− < xc >) otherwise,
(4.4)
where Ec is the potential energy of the bound kinesin, and xr = 12(xfh + xbh) is the
position in the middle of two heads. Ke = 2KnKc2Kn+Kc is the equivalent stiffness of kinesin
due to its cargo linker and two NLs. Kc and Kn are the stiffness of the cargo linker
and the NL. < xc > is the position of the cargo where FL and Fkin are balanced. The
potential energy of the cargo is shown in Fig. 4.4 (a). Using the spatial distribution of
energy and the Boltzmann law, the pdf of the position of the cargo, pdf(xc = x), is
obtained, as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b). The pdf of the position of the unbound kinesin (xu,k) is
obtained through two steps. First, the pdf of the unbound kinesin with respect to the cargo,
pdf(xu,k − xc = x), is calculated by considering the potential energy of the cargo linker
of the unbound kinesin, as shown in Figs. 4.4 (c) and (d). Note that this pdf is identical
with the pdf of the cargo in the absence of the load. This pdf is also assumed as invariant
with respect to external loads on the cargo because the external loads do not act on the
unbound kinesins. Next, the pdf of the unbound kinesin, pdf(xu,k = x), is determined by
the convolution of two pdfs of xc and xu,k − xc as
pdf(xu,k = x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
pdf(xc = u) pdf(xu,k − xc = x− u) du. (4.5)
The pdf of the unbound kinesin is shown in Fig. 4.4 (e).
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Figure 4.4: The rebinding model. The pdf of the position of the cargo pdf(xc) (b) is ob-
tained from the strain energy in the structure of the bound kinesins (a). The pdf
of the position of the unbound kinesin respect to the cargo pdf(xu,k − xc) (d)
is obtained from the strain energy in its structure (c). The pdf of the position of
the unbound kinesin pdf(xu,k) (e) is calculated as the convolution of pdf(xc)
and pdf(xu,k). (f) shows the values of kA over the position of unbound ki-
nesin. (g) The rebinding probability on each binding site during a time step is
obtained by using kA,j and pdf(xu,k).
Time average of the transition rate kA
Instead of calculating the rapidly changing value of kA,j over time, the time average of
the transition rate is used to avoid intensive computations with excessively short time steps
for capturing the changes. The time average is calculated several times before a rebinding
event so as to consider the changes in the position of the cargo by bound kinesins. This
idea is depicted in Fig. 4.5. By using this approach, the probability PA,j(t, t+T ) to rebind
to the jth binding site between two time steps t and t+ T can be expressed as
PA,j(t, t+ T ) =< kA,j > PK(t) T, (4.6)
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where < kA,j > is the time average of kA,j between t and t + T . PK(t) is the probability
that the kinesin remains in the unbound state until time is t.
Figure 4.5: Time average of the transition rate. (a) shows the fluctuating position xu,k of
unbound kinesin, and (b) shows the transition rate kA,j to rebind at the jth
binding site. The rate also fluctuates over time. Circles and the bold line
indicate the moving average of the rate.
The efficiency of the computation is improved by converting the time average< kA,j >
into a spatial average. First, by using the pdf of the unbound kinesin (i.e., pdf(xu,k = x)),
the time when xu,k is between two points (xℓ and xℓ +∆x in Fig. 4.6) during t and t + T
can be calculated as
∆τℓ = T
∫ xℓ+∆x
xℓ
pdf(xu,k = x) dx. (4.7)
Then, the time average of kA,j is changed to the spatial average as followings.
< kA,j >=
1
T
∫ t+T
t
kA,j(τ)dτ =
1
T
lim
∆t→0
∑
n
kA,j(tn)∆t
=
1
T
lim
∆x→0
∑
ℓ
kA,j(xℓ)∆τℓ =
∫ ∞
−∞
kA,j(x) pdf(xu,k = x)dx (4.8)
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Figure 4.6: An example of fluctuation of the unbound kinesin. (a) shows the position of
unbound kinesin over time. (b) shows details for xu,k between time steps t and
t + T . t1...6 are the durations when xu,k exists between xℓ and xℓ +∆x.
where pdf(xu,k = x) is the pdf of the position of the unbound kinesin.
By using the pdf of the unbound kinesin and Eq. (4.6), the probability that the ki-
nesin rebinds to each binding site between two time steps can be obtained, as shown
in Fig. 4.4 (g).
In vitro experiments shows that kinesins rebind to the MT with the rate of approx-
imately 5 s−1 in average in the absence of load [2, 108, 109]. Using this information,
the maximal value of kA (which represents as CA in Fig. 4.3) can be determined as
7.68 s−1. This value provides the average rebinding rate of 5.1 s−1 which is the rate
reported in [2]. For various ATP concentrations and loads, the average rebinding rate re-
mains almost the same. However, the rebinding probabilities over binding sites vary, as
shown in Fig. 4.4 (g). The method to determine the instant and location of rebinding is
provided in the following.
4.3.3 Simulation procedure
The simulation begins with the state where one kinesin is bound to the MT. The dy-
namics of the cargo, the chemical reactions and the unbinding are considered for bound
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kinesins, and rebinding to the MT are considered for unbound kinesins at every time step.
The positions of the necks of bound kinesins and cargo are obtained by using the mechanis-
tic model (which is described in chapter II). Then, the chemical states the bound kinesins
are determined from the mechanistic model. At the beginning of every cycle of bound ki-
nesin, the unbinding probability is zero. Four uniformly distributed random numbers (e.g.,
rw, rd0, rd1, and rb) are also generated between 0 and 1 at the beginning of every cycle for
each bound kinesin. The cycle of kinesin starts with state [K +MT]. First, if the value
of PD0 becomes rd0 before the transition from [K +MT] to [K.ATP +MT]1 occurs, then
the kinesin unbinds when PD0 is equal to the value of rd0. Otherwise, the chemical state of
kinesin changes to [K.ATP +MT]1 when P[K+MT] becomes rw. Then, if the value of PD1
is higher than rd1, then the kinesin unbinds during the diffusion of its free head. Otherwise,
the free head moves to the next binding site without unbinding. At this moment, the free
head can move to the forward binding site or to the backward binding site. The backward
motion of kinesin can be captured by considering the diffusing motion of the kinesin head
which is affected by the force acted on the kinesin molecule [110]. In this chapter, if the
probability of backward steps (which is obtained using experimental results [27]) is larger
than the random number rb, the kinesin is assumed to move backward. Otherwise, it walks
toward the plus-end of the MT. When P[K+MT] + P[K.ATP+MT]2 becomes rw, the transition
from [K.ATP +MT]2 to [K.ADP.Pi +MT] occurs. If two or more kinesins are attached
on the cargo, the probability distribution of rebinding for every unbound kinesin is also
calculated at every time step. First, uniformly distributed random numbers ra1 and ra2 are
generated for each unbound kinesin. If the summation of the rebinding probabilities over
binding sites (shown in Fig. 4.4 (g)) are larger than ra1 at a certain time step, the rebinding
occurs. Otherwise, the unbound kinesin does not bind to the MT at this time step. If the
kinesin is determined to bind at this time step, the rebinding probabilities are normalized
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with their summation. Then, the normalized rebinding probabilities are cumulated over
binding sites. The kinesin binds to the binding site where this cumulative value is larger
than ra2.
4.4 Verification of the model
The run length and velocity calculated from the model were compared with the pre-
vious experimental data [2]. In that experiment, beads are mixed with kinesins to obtain
cargoes coated with kinesins. Different concentrations of kinesins (ck) were used to ob-
serve the effects of the number of kinesins attached to single cargoes. Their results are
shown in Fig. 4.7. The results of the model for the used ck are obtained as follows. The
run length distribution and mean velocity of the cargo transported by one to five kinesins
were calculated from the model. Then, the weighted averages of these results were cal-
culated by using the probability regarding the number of kinesins (which was proposed
in a previous study [2]) for each ck. The run length distribution and mean velocity of the
model are similar to the experimental results, as shown in Fig. 4.7.
4.5 Results
4.5.1 Unbinding probability
The unbinding probabilities for the states [K+MT] and [K.ATP +MT]1 (i.e., PD0 and
PD1) are calculated for various forces applied to single kinesins and for various ATP con-
centrations, as shown in Fig. 4.8. The values of PD0 in Fig. 4.8 are unbinding probabilities
when the time t in Eq. (4.2) is the average duration of state [K+MT]. When the resisting
load is not significant, the duration is very short. Thus, PD0 is close to zero (e.g., for loads
FL between 0 and 5 pN at [ATP] = 5 µM). For large resisting loads, the duration of state
[K+MT] is long. Hence, PD0 is large and increases with the load (e.g., for FL loads be-
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Figure 4.7: The run length distribution and mean velocity for various concentrations of
kinesins. The experimental data obtained by Beeg, et al. [2] and the results
calculated from the model are shown. All results are obtained in the absence
of loads on the cargo. Whereas the run length increases with ck, the velocity is
almost constant for the shown concentrations.
tween 5 and 12 pN at [ATP] = 5 µM). Also, PD0 exponentially converges to 1 by Eq. (4.2)
(e.g., for a load FL of approximately 12 pN at [ATP] = 5 µM), as shown in Fig. 4.8 (b).
Note that PD1 is much higher than PD0 for a wide range of forces when the ATP con-
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(a) [ATP] = 2 mM (b) [ATP] = 5 μM
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Figure 4.8: The unbinding probabilities for various resisting loads. The solid line denotes
PD0, and the dotted line shows PD1. The unbinding probabilities for [ATP] =
2 mM (a) and 5 µM (b) are shown. Note that PD1 is much higher than PD0 in
a wide range of loads for high [ATP].
centration is high. This difference suggests that most kinesin molecules unbind while
in the state [K.ATP +MT]1 if the ATP concentration is high enough (so that an ATP
molecule binds to the kinesin head very fast). This rapid binding of ATP to the kinesin
head decreases PD0 significantly. This characterization on the unbinding of kinesins pre-
dicts that kinesins mostly unbind when their free heads move to the next binding sites.
If large resisting loads act on a kinesin, then the time required to complete one cycle of
kinesin is very long. Thus, the interval between steps is also very long for the large loads.
Consequently, the time until the unbinding of the kinesin occurs is very long when the
load is large. This is a specific kinesin behavior which we refer to as highly loaded behav-
ior (HLB) of kinesins. Because the leading kinesin undergoes the largest resisting force
among kinesins, HLB is mostly likely to be observed in the leading kinesin. However,
when the resisting load acting on the cargo is very large, then the next or second next
leading kinesins also can exhibit HLB together with the first leading kinesin. The effects
of HLB on the collective transport are described in the following.
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4.5.2 Highly loaded behavior (HLB) of kinesins for robust intracellular transport:
Ability to overcome obstacles
Transport by kinesins can be inhibited by other surrounding particles which act like
obstacles. To consider the effect of cellular particles on the motion of the cargo, static and
moving obstacles are modeled in this chapter. First, a static obstacle is located ahead of
the cargo, as shown in Fig. 4.9 (a). When the cargo confronts a static obstacle, the cargo
is assumed stuck to the static obstacle until the sum of the forces generated by kinesins
exceeds a force Fobs which is required to overcome the obstacle. Second, the obstacle is
assumed to move backward, toward the minus-end of the MTs. This motion pushes the
cargo backward with a velocity Vobs, as shown in Fig. 4.9 (b). The retrograde motion due
to the moving obstacles also vanishes when the sum of the forces generated by kinesins
exceeds a force Fobs.
To check the role of HLB in overcoming obstacles, three virtual motors are created to
compare their abilities of overcome obstacles with that of kinesin. The virtual motors are
designed by modifying properties of kinesin which are necessary for HLB. First, the vir-
tual motor 1 is modeled so that the unbinding probabilities for three states (i.e., [K+MT],
[K.ATP +MT]1 and [K.ATP +MT]2) are the same. To apply this modification, the un-
binding probabilities corresponding to the current force on the kinesin are added together.
Then, that summation is divided by three and assigned to the current state so that the motor
has equal unbinding probabilities for those three states. Second, the virtual motor 2 has a
stepping frequency which is invariant over forces acting on the motor. This modification is
accomplished by removing the dependency of the chemical reactions on forces. Third, the
virtual motor 3 has both of the changes of virtual motors 1 and 2. Note that the unbinding
probability (of a single molecule) per step is the same for all motors, virtual and actual.
However, the responses of the teams composed of each type of motors in the presence of
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Figure 4.9: The transport of the cargo in the presence of obstacle. (a) depicts trans-
port when a static obstacle (shown as a triangle) is on the path of the cargo.
(b) shows a moving obstacle (shown as a rectangle) approaching the cargo.
The cargo moves backward with velocity of vobs due to the moving obstacle.
Fkin,1 and Fkin,2 are forces (acting on the cargo) of two kinesins. The cargo
overcomes the obstacle when the sum of those two forces is larger than Fobs.
(c) and (d) present the probability Poc that the cargo overcomes one obstacle
without unbinding from the MT. (c) shows the probabilities for static obstacles
which require forces of 10, 15, and 20 pN to be overcome it. (d) shows prob-
abilities to overcome moving obstacles when the cargo is retrograded by the
obstacles with the velocity of 200 nm/s.
obstacle are considerably distinct. The team of two actual kinesins show higher probabil-
ity Poc of overcoming one obstacle without dissociating from the MT compared to other
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teams, as shown in Fig. 4.9. The difference is remarkable for the team of virtual motors
2. This suggests that the low stepping frequency for high loads is the primary reason for
the HLB of kinesin. In addition, if a team of motors confront n-obstacles, the overcoming
probability decreases to P noc. Then, the cargo transported by virtual motors is not able to
reach the final destination, while actual kinesins can resist the interruption of obstacles by
using their HLB.
4.5.3 Run length of transport by several kinesins
To obtain run lengths for teams of kinesins, both unbinding and rebinding are con-
sidered together with the mechanistic model. At the beginning of the transport, only one
kinesin is bound to the MT, and every other kinesin is unbound. Each transport is assumed
to be terminated when all kinesins detach from the MT. The run length is defined as the
difference in the position of the cargo at the beginning and the position at the termination
of the transport. To minimize the error from Monte Carlo simulation, a large number of
data is obtained for each load and number of kinesins in the team. The average of the
run length over the number of used data converges at about 100 to 150 sets of data. The
results presented were obtained using 200 sets to calculate average values. When several
kinesins are involved in the transport, the run length of the team increases with the number
of kinesins in the team, as shown in Fig. 4.10 (a). The run length of single kinesins mono-
tonically decreases with the load. However, the run length of a team of kinesins increases
with the load when the load is larger than 8 pN.
This interesting feature can be explained by the HLB of kinesins, as shown in Fig. 4.10 (b).
HLB is attributed to properties of the unbinding and stepping frequency. Kinesins mostly
unbind when the free heads move to the next binding site. Thus, the unbinding probability
for a given time interval increases as the kinesin takes more steps in a given time interval.
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Figure 4.10: The run length of transport by several kinesins. (a) shows the run length of
one, two, and three kinesins for [ATP] = 2 mM. (b) shows an example of
HLB when a large resisting load acts on the cargo. (b1) The leading kinesin
is stationary while waiting for ATP. During this long interval, another kinesin
binds to the MT. (b2) It is likely that the distance between the newly bound
kinesin and the cargo is less than the length of the cargo linker. Thus, the
newly bound kinesin does not have a load. Consequently, the lagging kinesin
walks toward the leading one (the anchor) with high velocity. (b3) The two
kinesins cooperate to transport their cargo against the large load. (b4) One of
the kinesins unbinds and the other kinesin acts as an anchor again.
The stepping frequency of kinesins is decreased by resisting loads. As a consequence,
when the high resisting force acts on a kinesin, the kinesin walks slowly and remains
bound on the MT for a long time, like an anchor. During this long time, other unbound
kinesins attached to the same cargo have time to bind to the MT, as shown in Fig. 4.10 (b).
It is unlikely that large resisting loads, larger than 8 pN, continuously acts on the cargo in
cells. However, this HLB can be used in cells to make the transport more robust. Also, we
note that the run length will decrease for loads FL close to FL = 7 × n [pN], where n is
the number of kinesins attached to the cargo. For those large loads, the cargo will move
backward because the kinesins walk backward with high probability when a resisting load
close to 7 pN is applied to a single kinesin.
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4.5.4 Velocity of transport by several kinesins
In the absence of load, a single kinesin moves with a velocity of about 800 nm/s [22,
28, 29, 111]. The velocity of the transport performed by several kinesins was predicted in
this chapter. For moderate resisting loads, the transport is realized with slower velocity
compared to the motion of single kinesins. While the velocity of single kinesins reach a
maximum around 800 nm/s at small loads, the motion of a team of kinesins is accelerated
by assisting loads, as shown in Fig. 4.11 (a).
Figure 4.11: The transport velocity by teams of kinesins. (a) is the transport velocity by
one, two, and three kinesins for [ATP] = 2 mM. (b) and (c) show the effect of
the binding and unbinding on the motion of the cargo when the assisting or
resisting load is acted on the cargo.
The motion of collective transport can be decelerated or accelerated by binding and
unbinding of kinesins. When an assisting load acts on the cargo, the unbound kinesin
is likely to bind to a binding site located in front of the other, already bound kinesin as
shown in Fig. 4.11 (b). Consequently, the cargo moves forward a distance longer than just
8 nm (one kinesin step). Hence, the velocity of the cargo increases beyond that of a single
kinesin, as shown in Fig. 4.11 (a). This behavior contrasts single molecule experiments at
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high ATP concentrations where the velocity is not increased by assisting loads. Also, re-
sisting loads (less than 6 pN) decrease the transport velocity. That is because, for resisting
loads, the unbound kinesin rebinds with high probability behind the other, already bound
kinesin as shown in Fig. 4.11 (c). Thus, the transport is decelerated by resisting loads less
than 6 pN, as shown in Fig. 4.11 (a). The velocities for resisting loads higher than 7 pN
are larger than the single kinesin velocity. This difference is due to the degree of coopera-
tive work of kinesins for various loads [105]. Due to the slack behavior of kinesins, some
bound kinesins in a team do not generate forces for transport if the load is small. However,
a team is predicted to work in a cooperative fashion for high resisting loads.
4.6 Conclusions
When several kinesins are involved in a transport, the characteristics of the transport
are significantly affected by the unbinding and rebinding of the kinesins. Novel methods
to predict the probability to rebind were presented to reduce the computational effort dra-
matically. Particularly, the conversion from time average to spatial integration is the key
advantage. Note that this approach can be used for other systems which have properties
fluctuating with high frequencies. This method revealed that the instant of rebinding de-
pends very weakly on the load. The changes of the run length and of velocity over the load
are different for a single kinesin and for a team of kinesins.
The possibility of transport against resisting loads larger than 7 pN per motor implies
that the capabilities of a single kinesin can be enhanced by teams of kinesins. To transport
a cargo in cells, the cargo needs to navigate in highly viscoelastic cytoplasm which is filled
with several many molecules [80, 81, 92]. A single kinesin is not reliable to perform that
task for at least two reasons. First, when the resisting load is higher than 7 pN, processivity
of single kinesins is not guaranteed because its backward motion occurs frequently. Sec-
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ond, the observed distribution of the run length [17, 30, 56, 99, 112] indicates that most of
single kinesins detach from the MT before they reach 1 µm. However, a group of kinesins
shows comparable velocity toward the plus-end of the MT for a broad range of loads.
The velocity of collective transport has three noticeable characteristics compared to
the velocity of single kinesins. First, the cargo of several kinesins moves faster than the
cargo transported by a single kinesin for assisting loads and slower for resisting loads less
than 6 pN. Second, the increase in transport velocity due to assisting loads is larger than
the decrease due to resisting loads. Third, the magnitude of the changes in velocity is
similar for two and three kinesins. Although the cargo of three kinesins experiences more
frequent binding and unbinding events, the distances of the anterograde and retrograde
motion of the cargo indicated by red arrows in Figs. 4.11 (b) and 4.11 (c) are shorter for
three kinesins. These characteristics are also observed in previous experiments. Dujovne
et al. [113] applied external forces on MTs in their inverted gliding assay by using an
electric field. In their experiments, the velocity increases or decreases due to assisting
or resisting loads. Also, the change in the velocity is larger for assisting loads, like our
results. The low and medium density of kinesin shows a similar velocity change over the
electric field. This is also consistent with the velocity predictions in this chapter.
The team operation of kinesins also prevents the early termination of the transport
by obstacles in cells. The interference between the cargo and the obstacles can result in
significant loads on the cargo. Especially in axons where several MTs are aligned, the
motion of the cargo can be affected by static obstacles such as MT associated proteins, or
tangles of the proteins [114]. Also, the cargo could encounter other cargoes transported by
different motor proteins such as dyneins which move reverse to the walking direction of
kinesin. The cargoes transported toward the minus-end of MTs act as moving obstacles to
the anterograde transport of kinesins. The huge load resulting from the static and moving
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obstacles is fatal to the transport if the cargo is transported by a single kinesin. However,
if several kinesins are attached to the cargo, one or more kinesins function as temporary
anchors until the transient load vanishes. Thus, kinesins are able to continue and complete
their task as a team. The comparison of transport by actual kinesins and virtual motors
suggests that the reduction in velocity of kinesins for high resisting loads is necessary to
maintain cellular transport in the presence of obstacles. When the motion of the cargo
is blocked by obstacles, the leading kinesin acts like an anchor as its velocity decreases.
Thus, time is available for the other kinesins in the team to cooperate and overcome the
interruption due to the obstacle. Together with the velocity of the transport by several
kinesins, the HLB suggests that cells utilize teams of kinesins for the (harsh) cellular
transport.
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CHAPTER V
Metrics for characterizing the collective transport by
multiple kinesins
5.1 Summary
The collective transport is complex because the stochastic motion of the kinesins at-
tached to the same cargo affect each other. To characterize the coupled motion of kinesins,
several metrics are proposed in this chapter. One interesting feature revealed from the met-
rics is that the kinesins move independently when the resisting load acting on the cargo is
small. However, the kinesins are more likely to to walk in a cooperative manner where the
load increases.
5.2 Background and motivation
Several in vivo experiments have discovered evidence of collective transport of vesi-
cle by multiple kinesins [115, 116]. However, the effects of the coordination of multiple
kinesins on the velocity remains controversial [52, 53, 117, 118]. Shubeita et al. [117]
observed droplets pulled by kinesin in Drosophila embryos. The number of kinesins did
not raise the transport velocity in their experiments compared to single molecule measure-
ments. In the experiments of peroxisome with kinesins and dyneins [52], the cargo moved
to the plus-end of the MTs 10 times faster than the in vitro single molecular motion. An-
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other coordinated transport of kinesins is also found in the extraction of membrane tubes
along MTs. Leduc et al. [108] assume that kinesins pull membrane tubes around the tips
of tubes, where kinesins bound on other parts of tubes exert no force on the tubes. Thus,
they were able to obtain the binding rate of kinesins to MTs by measuring the velocities
of the tubes.
Various mathematical models have been developed to analyze the dynamics of the
collective transport of kinesins. The stochastic model of Leibler et al. [119] predicts the
nonlinear relation between the speed of the cargo and the number of kinesins. When the
number of kinesins is less than 2, the velocity linearly increases with the number of ki-
nesins. However, the velocity saturates at a specific number of kinesins. Shtridelman
et al. [81] proposed a shared-load model to obtain the transport velocity when there are
multiple kinesins. Their model is able to calculate the average velocity of the collective
transport. They also considered the effect of the viscosity of the fluid. Their main as-
sumption is that kinesins equally share the load applied to the cargo. In addition, their
model neglects changes in the number of kinesins bound to the MT during the transport.
Klumpp et al. [42] modeled the number of kinesins using a Markov chain and obtained
the stationary solution of states in the chain. Although the probabilities of the number of
kinesins and the corresponding transport velocity are calculated through this mean-field
model, their model also assumes that loads are uniformly distributed over kinesins. How-
ever, the load can be unequally distributed over kinesins in actual transport. Thus, other
several models focused on the effect of stochastically fluctuating loads on kinesins have
been proposed. Ju¨licher et al. [120] proposed a stochastic model for multiple kinesins.
Their model assumes that each kinesin has two states. They considered fluctuating forces
and fluctuating potentials of each state. The mechanistic model of Hendricks et al. [51] is
able to describe the stochastic chemical reaction in kinesin heads and captures the depen-
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dence of the chemical reaction rate on the fluctuating loads on kinesins. Thus, their model
also allows predicting the collective dynamics of kinesins. Berger et al. [121] calculated
theoretically the transport velocity done by two coupled kinesins to clarify the effect of
coupling. They argued that the effects of coupling are determined by the ratio of the force
induced by coupling, the stall force and the detachment force. Their model predicts that
the effects of coupling on the collective transport are different for various kinds of molec-
ular kinesins. Bouzat et al. [122] studied theoretically the effects of the number of tracks
in collective transport. Their results suggest that transport characteristics such as veloc-
ity and run length change over the number of kinesins in a single track, but the changes
decrease when multiple tracks are allowed.
Collective transport involves coupled stochastic processes of molecular kinesins. The
goal of this chapter is to introduce metrics to characterize this stochastic dynamics. First,
the modal amplitude fluctuation is used to observe the degree of synchronization between
kinesins. The value of modal amplitude fluctuation is calculated by using the states of ki-
nesins collected over many time intervals. Although modal amplitude fluctuation does not
have the usual physical meaning of normal modes, a specialized variant of modal analysis
allows this quantity to represent the degree of synchronization in the motion of a group
of kinesins. This metric originates from the energy analysis proposed by Hendricks et
al. [51]. They defined and calculated the degree of synchronization between kinesins dur-
ing a long time interval with one single value of modal amplitude fluctuation. Their metric
is extended in this chapter so that it can properly capture the changes in the synchroniza-
tion over time.
When two kinesins transport a cargo, the difference in the number of steps of each
kinesin is defined as Dc. This quantity can be used to observe the relative motion between
the two kinesins. Zhang et al. [123] computed Dc in the absence of slack in the cargo
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linkers. Differently from their model, the nonzero unstretched length of the cargo linker
is accounted for in this chapter. In addition, the standard deviation of Dc of two coupled
kinesins is obtained to capture the effect of coupling via cargo linkers. However, Dc
contains not only the effect of coupling via cargo linkers, but also the stochasticity of the
chemical reactions of kinesins. Thus, this quantity was compared to the difference in the
number of steps of two uncoupled kinesins.
The transport executed by two kinesins can be of two types. One is a transport where
the two kinesins pull the cargo together/simultaneously (cooperative transport). The other
type is a slack transport where sometimes one kinesin carries the entire load while the other
experiences no load or an assisting load, and other times the roles of the two kinesins are
reversed. In the slack transport, the cargo linker of one kinesin (sometimes one, sometimes
the other) is slack or exerts resisting forces on the cargo. AlthoughDc is an effective metric
to characterize the relative motion between kinesins, it is not a direct metric to discern the
type of transport. Also, when the kinesins are not identical, it becomes more complicated
to infer from Dc the load distribution among kinesins. Thus, the difference in the forces on
each kinesin (DF ) is defined as a metric in this chapter. Also, the slackness is defined and
calculated to capture the dominant type of transport. In this chapter, cooperativity relates
to how equally kinesins share the load. As the load is more fairly distributed over the
kinesins, the cooperativity improves. Thus, the standard deviation of DF is also computed
to characterize the degree of cooperation during collective transport. This perspective is
most useful when studying identical dimeric motors which transport a cargo (and the cargo
deformation due to the load is negligible). This correlation between DF and cooperativity
has limited usefulness if the cargo is soft and pulled by monomeric kinesins. In those
cases, higher cooperativity can be achieved by asymmetric distribution of the load [124].
Some of the chemical energy from ATP hydrolysis is lost when the chemical energy
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is transformed into mechanical work. This energy is dissipated by the fluid where the
transport takes place. Most previous research has focused on the efficiency of kinesin by
comparing the chemical energy and the work done by the kinesin molecule. In this chapter,
the energy loss (or the power loss) in the fluid is computed instead of the efficiency. This
quantity offers two valuable clues about the dynamics of collective transport. First, the
power loss reflects the effectiveness of the transport. Second, the power loss provides a
metric for the degree of smoothness in the motion of the cargo.
5.3 Metrics for characterizing collective dynamics
While the movement of a single kinesin is mainly influenced by the external load and
the concentration of ATP, kinesins which participate in collective transport have more com-
plicated motion due to the interaction between kinesins. The modal amplitude fluctuation,
Dc, DF , and the power loss are developed to analyze the dynamics of collective transport.
5.3.1 Modal amplitude fluctuation
To find the correlation among the motions of kinesins, the modal amplitude fluctuation
is calculated through a variant of modal analysis. The modal amplitude fluctuation is
denoted by A and is defined as the time average of quadratic value of the states as
A =
1
T
∫ T
0
1
2
x
T (t)x(t)dt, (5.1)
where x is the vector which contains the states of the system. For the multiple kinesin
system, the positions of all kinesin heads are chosen as the components of the state vector
for the system. The position of the neck and the chemical state variable are not included
because they yield less clear results of the correlation among the motions of the kinesins.
This modal analysis requires two modal amplitude fluctuation values, AT and AS . AT is
the total amplitude fluctuation calculated from the states whose drift mode and mean value
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are removed. The states projected onto a certain mode are used for the calculation of AS .
The ratio between these two modal amplitude fluctuation values indicates the degree to
which the motion is in that mode. In this research, the synchronous modes are used to
acquire the degree of synchronized motion among the kinesins. The procedure starts with
the construction of a matrix which contains discrete states, namely
[X] =

x¯1(ti) x¯1(ti+1) . . . x¯1(tf)
x¯2(ti) x¯2(ti+1) . . . x¯1(tf)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
x¯M (ti) x¯M(ti+1) . . . x¯M (tf)

, (5.2)
where x¯k(tj) = [xhd1,k(tj) xhd2,k(tj)]T denotes the state of k-th kinesin at time tj and xhd1,k
and xhd2,k represent the position of two heads of the k-th kinesin. The state matrix, [X],
includes states between time instances ti and tf . The degree of synchronization between
kinesins (namely zero phase difference) is first observed using zero shifted states. In ad-
dition, nonzero shifted states are used to capture constant but non-zero phase differences.
Thus, each state is shifted in time by τk with respect to the first kinesin as follows
[X] =

x¯1(ti) x¯1(ti+1) . . . x¯1(tf)
x¯2(ti + τ1) x¯2(ti+1 + τ1) . . . x¯1(tf + τ1)
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
x¯M(ti + τM−1) x¯M(ti+1 + τM−1) . . . x¯M (tf + τM−1)

. (5.3)
Before calculating the modal amplitude fluctuation, the original coordinates have to be
translated to the frame that moves with the average velocity of the system. To perform this
transformation, a mode shape of the drift is defined as
d =
[
1 1 . . . 1
]T
. (5.4)
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The components of the dynamics associated with the drift and the mean are then subtracted
as
x
′
j = xj −
d
T
xj
dTd
d, (5.5)
x˜j = x
′
j− < x′j > . (5.6)
The modal amplitude fluctuation with removed drift and mean is calculated for the time
interval [ti, tf ] as
AT =
1
tf − ti
f∑
j=i
1
2
x˜
T
j (t)x˜j(t)(tj+1 − tj). (5.7)
Next, the mode shape of synchronous motion for one kinesin is defined as
s¯ =
[
1 −1
]T
. (5.8)
The synchronous mode shapes for multiple kinesins are created based on this mode shape.
The two heads of kinesin and their motions are assumed to be identical. Thus, there are
two synchronous mode shapes for the system of two kinesins as
s1 =
[
1 −1 1 −1
]T
,
s2 =
[
1 −1 −1 1
]T
. (5.9)
The projection of x˜j along the mth synchronous mode is
x˜
||
j,m =
s
T
mx˜j
sTmsm
sm. (5.10)
Finally, the modal amplitude fluctuation along all the synchronous modes is calculated for
the time interval [ti, tf ] as
AS =
1
tf − ti
f∑
j=1
[ M∑
m=1
1
2
[x˜
||
j,m]
T [x˜
||
j,m]
]
(tj+1 − tj), (5.11)
where M is the total number of possible synchronized modes. The degree of synchroniza-
tion between kinesins is given by the ratio of AT and AS . A quadratic form of states is
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used to compute the modal amplitude fluctuation. However, the concept of synchroniza-
tion is usually related to the states of the kinesins themselves (instead of the quadratic of
the states). Thus, the square root of the ratio of AS and AT is denoted by AR and is used
to observe the degree of synchronization. AR is defined as
AR =
√
AS
AT
. (5.12)
A high value of AR indicates that the kinesins move in a highly synchronized fashion. The
interval of integration is referred to as the window. The size of this window, [ti, tf ], is
determined so that a window contains 10 steps of each kinesin. Several, possibly overlap-
ping, windows are used to observe the characteristics of the dynamics as follows
[t1, t1 +∆T ]window 1, [t1 +∆t, t1 +∆t+∆T ]window 2, ..., (5.13)
where ∆T is the size of each window and ∆t (= tf− ti) denotes the time interval between
adjacent windows. With this method, the degree of synchronizations of time windows of
a size of approximately 10 steps is obtained over time. Both the value of AR without shift
and with shift are computed in this chapter. The range of the shift is limited to the longest
dwell time in each window. The value of AR varies over the shift. Its maximum value in
each window is used in this work.
5.3.2 Difference in the number of steps of kinesins
When two kinesin kinesins transport a cargo, the difference in the number of steps of
each kinesin is defined as Dc (Dc = nmt,1 − nmt,2, where nmt,i is the number of steps of
the ith kinesin, and nmt,i is counted from the instant when the loads on each kinesin are the
same). This quantity is used to observe the relative motion between the two kinesins. The
subscript c indicates that the two kinesins are coupled (they transport a cargo together).
In addition, the standard deviation of Dc for the two coupled kinesins is observed.
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Large values of the standard deviation indicate that the two kinesins move in an unbal-
anced fashion (i.e., they are unequally loaded). At times a kinesin is more loaded than the
other, and at other times the kinesin is less loaded. Lower values of the standard deviation
are obtained when the motion of one kinesin strongly depends on the other. However,
Dc contains both the effects of coupling via the cargo linker and the inherent stochastic
dwell time of kinesin. Thus, to understand the dynamics of the cooperativity better (and
apart from the stochasticity), the values of the standard deviation are normalized by the
standard deviation of Duc, where Duc denotes the difference in the number of steps of
each kinesin for two uncoupled kinesins (i.e., when each kinesin transports its own cargo
independently).
5.3.3 Difference in the forces on each kinesin
Due to the stochasticity of the dwell time, kinesins in a collective transport share the
load, and the load on each kinesin change continuously. To characterize the load distri-
bution among kinesins, DF is introduced. When two kinesins transport a common cargo,
DF can be defined as
DF =
1
2
(Fkin,1 − Fkin,2). (5.14)
The slack transport is revealed by the absolute value of DF . If that value is larger or equal
to the load per kinesin, then the transport is slack. For cooperative transport, the absolute
value of DF is less than the load per kinesin. From a statistical perspective, the probability
of DF can be used to identify the dominant type of transport. When one kinesin is likely
to carry the entire load (sometimes one kinesin, sometimes the other), the probability of
DF has two peaks (at plus and minus the load per kinesin). If the transport is cooperative
(i.e., kinesins share the load), the probability has only one peak close to a DF of zero. As
the cooperativity increases, the probability of DF has a sharper peak. Thus, the standard
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deviation of DF represents the inverse of cooperativity.
Loss of power by drag
Instead of comparing the consumed chemical energy and the work done by the ki-
nesins, the dissipating power during the transport of the cargo is calculated. The loss of
power is obtained using the drag force and the velocity. The drag force is determined by
the following relation between forces exerted on the cargo
FD(t) + FL(t) =
N∑
i=1
Fkin,i(t), (5.15)
where FD is the drag force, and FL is the external load on the cargo. The average loss of
power over the given interval [ti, tf ] is
Ploss =
1
tf − ti
∫ tf
ti
FD(t)v(t)dt, (5.16)
where v is the velocity of the cargo. The objective of this analysis is to observe efficiency
and smoothness of the cargo motion simultaneously. The lack of smoothness is in part
due to the significantly fast stepping motion of kinesins and the relatively long time for
their chemical reactions. Thus, the velocity of the cargo changes rapidly over time. These
rapid changes are affected by the level of viscosity. They are also affected by the number
of kinesins. Thus, the amount of wasted power changes over the number of kinesins even
when the cargo moves with the same average velocity. Among the possible types of trans-
port with the same average velocity, a transport with a lower power loss has a smoother
motion than other types of transport. Note that segments of transport time histories which
have the same average velocity are compared to use the power loss as a measurement of
the smoothness of the motion.
Smooth motion is preferable from the perspective of energy efficiency. However, less
smooth motion can be beneficial for high speed. The average stresses on each kinesin
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depend on the smoothness of the motion. While the smooth motion causes the leading
kinesin to remain in a highly deformed state, a high stress on the lagging kinesin reduces
by the smoothness of the motion. As a result, the motion is smoother when the leading
kinesin slows down and the lagging kinesin accelerates. If a molecular kinesin has a linear
dependence of its speed on the load, then the effects of smoothness are not remarkable.
However, since kinesin has a nonlinear force-velocity curve, the deceleration that enhances
the smooth motion can be large for some range of loads. Consequently, the smooth motion
slows down the transport.
5.4 Results
The collective dynamics of kinesin depends on the external load, the number of ki-
nesins, and the stiffness of the cargo linker. Their effects are characterized using AR, Dc,
DF and the power loss.
5.4.1 Modal amplitude fluctuation
AR is used to observe the effects of the external loads and the stiffness of the cargo
linker on the degree of synchronization between kinesins. Although their motions are
not perfectly synchronized due to the stochasticity of the transport, AR increases over the
load, as shown in Fig. 5.1 (a)-(c). This behavior suggests that the kinesins tend to be
more synchronized where the external load is larger. This feature is consistent with the
result in [51]. In addition, changes in AR over time show another behavior of collective
dynamics. The standard deviation of AR is calculated to measure the fluctuation of AR
over time (Fig. 5.1 (d)). The degree of synchronization changes over time. That change
is larger when the cargo experiences a small load because stochastic processes dominate
the dynamics. Thus, AR has low values, and its fluctuation is large. However, a large load
decreases the effects of the stochastic processes on the dynamics. As a result, AR exhibits
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only small fluctuations over the windows where a large load is applied. For medium loads,
the standard deviation of AR is larger than that for small and large loads. A possible
explanation is that the kinesins tend to become synchronized by the load, but stochastic
processes interfere with the synchronized motion. This phenomenon repeats over time.
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Figure 5.1: Fluctuations of the degree of synchronization AR over time for various loads.
(a), (b), and (c) show AR values over time for loads per kinesin of 0, 3, and
5 pN, respectively. The stiffness Kc of the cargo linker is 0.125 pN/nm. Solid
lines show AR of the original states, and dotted lines show AR with shifted
states. (d) shows the values of the standard deviation (std) of AR for various
loads per kinesin.
Another interesting feature is that AR for small loads increases if shifted states are
used. The shifted states are used to identify when synchronization is at a non-zero phase
difference between the motion of the kinesins. For example, if a constant phase difference
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Figure 5.2: Average values of the degree of synchronization AR for various loads per ki-
nesin. The stiffness Kc of the cargo linker is 0.125 pN/nm. Average values
of AR and values with shifted states are plotted. For small loads, AR increases
by shifting the states of the kinesins, indicating a phase-locked dynamics. For
large loads, the effect of the shifting is negligible, indicating synchronization
(at zero phase difference).
is present between the motion of two kinesins (in a time window), then the shifted states of
one kinesin are synchronized with the regular (not shifted) states of the other kinesin. As
the load increases, the AR does not increase even with shifted states, as shown in Fig. 5.2.
This behavior indicates that large loads make the group of kinesins move in a fashion
which has the maximum degree of synchronization (in that given stochastic situation).
The cargo linkers play an important role in the collective transport because the cou-
pling among the kinesins is affected by the cargo linkers. When one kinesin walks faster
than other kinesins, its cargo linker is stretched more. The kinesin then experiences a
larger force which is proportional to the stretching length and the stiffness of the cargo
linker. This increased force slows down the leading kinesin. Hence, the cargo linkers not
only connect kinesins and the cargo, but they also couple the motions of kinesins. Thus,
highly stiff cargo linkers result in strong coupling between kinesins. The values of AR for
various stiffnesses of cargo linkers shown in Fig. 5.3 indicate that the large stiffness causes
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Figure 5.3: Average value of the degree of synchronization AR vs. load per kinesin for
values of the stiffnessKc of the cargo linker of 0.025, 0.125 and 0.625 pN/nm.
synchronized motion.
5.4.2 Difference in the number of Steps
Since the two kinesins are considered identical, the probability distributions of Dc are
symmetrical about zero. Interestingly, the probability distributions of Dc become wider
as the load decreases, as shown in Fig. 5.4 (a)-(c). The values of the standard deviation
of Dc which are normalized by the standard deviation of Duc were calculated for various
loads. The results are shown in Fig. 5.4 (d). If the normalized standard deviation of Dc
is 1, the coupling via cargo linkers does not have any effect and the two kinesins move
independently. Small values of the normalized standard deviation of Dc indicate that the
motions of the two kinesins are correlated (restricted by each other). Also, the normalized
standard deviation of Dc decrease over the loads. This suggests that the two kinesins share
the load more fairly when the load is larger.
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Figure 5.4: Difference Dc in the number of steps of two coupled kinesins for various loads
per kinesin. (a), (b), and (c) show probabilities of Dc for loads per kinesin of
0, 2 and 4 pN. The stiffness Kc of the cargo linker is 0.125 pN/nm. (d) shows
the normalized standard deviation (std) of Dc vs. load per kinesin.
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Figure 5.5: Probability of the difference DF in forces acting on two coupled kinesins.
(a) shows results for a load per kinesin of 1 pN. Due to the slack transport, the
probability has two peaks. (b) shows results for a load per kinesin of 4 pN. Due
to the cooperative transport, the probability has only one peak. The stiffness
Kc of the cargo linker is 0.125 pN/nm. Dotted lines denote load per kinesin.
Regions A and C correspond to slack transport, and region B corresponds to
cooperative transport.
5.4.3 Difference in the Forces on Each kinesin
The probability of DF demonstrates which type of motion is dominant for a given
load. When a small load is applied to the cargo, the probability of DF has two peaks
which correspond to the ± value of the load per kinesin, as shown in Fig. 5.5 (a). DF
has this shape when the slack transport is the prevalent motion. If the load increases,
the two peaks vanish, and one peak is visible in the center, where DF is zero as shown
in Fig. 5.5 (b). This shape corresponds to the cooperative transport.
The probability that DF is in region B in Fig. 5.5 (where the absolute value of DF
is less than the load per kinesin) represents the probability of cooperative transport. The
probability that DF is in regions A or C in Fig. 5.5 (where the absolute value of DF
is larger or equal to the load per kinesin) represents the probability of slack transport.
The probability of slack transport is referred to as slackness. Slackness can have values
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Figure 5.6: The slackness and the standard deviation of the difference DF in the forces on
two coupled kinesin. (a) shows the slackness for various values of the load per
kinesin (0 - 3 pN). (b) shows the standard deviation (std) of DF for various
values of the load per kinesin (2 - 5 pN). The stiffness Kc of the cargo linker
is 0.125 pN/nm.
between 0 and 1. When the two kinesins always exert forces on the cargo in the direction
of transport, slackness is 0. Otherwise, the slackness is positive, and the value increases
as one kinesin (sometimes one, sometimes the other) does not assist or even impedes the
transport of the cargo. The slackness is large when the load per kinesin is less than 2 pN.
That is because the velocity of single kinesins does not change considerably when the
force acting on a kinesin is less than 2 pN. Hence, the dependency of the motion of a
kinesin to other kinesin motion is weak when the load per kinesin is less than 2 pN. The
slack transport decreases as the load increases, as shown in Fig. 5.6 (a). However, the
shape of the probability becomes shaper. To capture this variation, the standard deviation
of DF is calculated. The standard deviation of DF decreases as the load increases, as
shown in Fig. 5.6 (b). That is consistent with the kinesins cooperating more closely when
the load is larger.
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Figure 5.7: Power loss for various numbers of kinesins. This power loss is induced by
the drag force exerted by the fluid on the cargo. The stiffness Kc of the cargo
linker is 0.125 pN/nm.
5.4.4 Loss of power by drag
The power loss is about 200 pN.Nm/s (Fig. 5.7). This value is comparable to the rate
of energy released by a kinesin. Kinesins use the energy from the hydrolysis of one ATP
molecule (20 kBT ) per step [25, 41]. Considering that the efficiency of kinesin is about
30% [29], and considering that a kinesin carries out about 100 steps per seconds, the power
from a single kinesin molecule is approximately 2,480 pN.nm/s. Thus, kinesins dissipate
about 10% of their power.
A cargo transported by a single kinesin advances 8 nm in each step. In contrast, a group
of kinesins pulls their cargo with smaller advances of 8 nm/(number of kinesins). The
power loss decreases as the number of the cargo increases (as shown in Fig. 5.7) because
the power loss is small when the motion of the cargo is smooth. Thus, the power loss is
minimum when the cargo moves with constant velocity. The minimum power loss can be
obtained as 6πrcηv2c from Eq. (5.16), where vc is the velocity of the cargo. The result of
the power loss suggests that a group of kinesins is more efficient from the perspective of
energy than single kinesin.
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5.5 Conclusions
Kinesins involved in collective transport experience fluctuating forces even when the
external load remains constant. Thus, the effect of a varying force on the chemical re-
actions at each kinesin domain has to be considered. The stochastic mechanistic model
proposed recently [51, 125] captures the instantaneous force on each domain of kinesin
and calculates the instantaneous chemical reaction rate based on the instantaneous force.
The collective transport by kinesins is controlled by coupled stochastic kinesins. By
using an energy-like concept based on the states of kinesins, AR enables to quantify the
portion of synchronized motion in the transport for various time intervals. If a dynamics
continuously fluctuates from a weakly correlated motion to a highly correlated motion, the
standard deviation of AR has a high value. Thus, the standard deviation of AR can be used
to capture such a dynamics. For the transport by two kinesins, this phenomenon is found
when the load per kinesin is about 2 pN.
Another metric for the correlation among kinesins is Dc. The effects of coupling be-
tween kinesins are revealed using the normalized standard deviation of Dc. The model
predicts that the coupling has the most significant effects on the relative motion of kinesins
when the load per kinesin is about 4 pN. The concept of DF is similar to Dc. However,
DF is a better method to discern the type of collective transport. By using the slackness
derived from the probability of DF , one can recognize if the two kinesins pull the cargo
together/simultaneously or if sometimes one kinesin carries the entire load while the other
experiences no load or an assisting load (and other times the roles of the two kinesins are
reversed). The slack transport almost vanishes when the load per kinesin is 2 pN. Beyond
this load, the degree of cooperation can be estimated from the standard deviation of DF .
The values of the power loss suggest that a larger group of kinesins causes a smoother
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motion of the cargo.
Atzberger et al. [126] discovered that the cargo linker has a nonlinear elastic behavior
(i.e., the tensile force is proportional to the cubic of the stretched length). It should be noted
that the nonlinearity is considerable only for a long extended length. The cargo linker and
NL in this chapter are hypothesized as linear elastic components because the stretched
lengths are not sufficiently long to generate the nonlinear behavior. However, multiple
kinesins coupled with nonlinear linkers are worth additional study. The linear behavior of
the cargo linker could be the reason for the similar or lower velocity in multiple kinesins. If
strongly nonlinear cargo linkers are synthesized and kinesins are linked via those linkers,
coordination between kinesins may improve the transport velocity.
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CHAPTER VI
Model to quantify the two dimensional motion of kinesin
in the presence of obstacles on MTs
6.1 Summary
When a large number of molecular motors and other proteins are bound on the same
MT, the interference between kinesins and other motors or proteins changes the stepping
motion of kinesin and its unbinding probability from the MT. In this chapter, the stepping
motion of kinesin is studied by analyzing the diffusive motion of the kinesin head. Also,
the increase of the unbinding probability is considered by calculating the probability the
kinesin heads contact other proteins on the MT. The methods and results described in this
chapter are also used in the next chapter which characterizes the effect of tau proteins on
the long range transport.
6.2 Background and motivation
Cells use various motor proteins for active transport along the cytoskeleton. Among
these proteins, kinesin-1 is responsible for the anterograde cellular transport along MTs.
Two identical heads of kinesin-1 are connected to their NLs which are folded at the neck
by a coiled-coil structure, as shown in Fig. 6.1 (a). The neck is linked to the cargo linker
which is connected to the tail domain where a cellular cargo binds. MTs have several
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tubulins where the kinesin heads can bind. Kinesins repeat one mechanochemical cycle
per step. At every cycle, one head moves to a different binding site 16 nm away from
the previous site. Thus, the cargo attached to the kinesin moves 8 nm per step. The
time required to complete one mechanochemical cycle is determined by the interaction of
kinesin heads and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) [24, 127–131]. The average period of the
step is about 10 ms at high ATP concentrations. Hence, the velocity of kinesins is about
800 nm/s, and varies with the load acting on the cargo [22,24,28,132]. Kinesins can move
about 1 µm before they are released from the MTs [2, 25, 30, 42, 56].
These characteristics of kinesins can be changed by other proteins bound on the MTs.
Recent experiments suggest that proteins attached to the MT surface can act as obstacles
for each kinesin [43,50,57–61]. Kinesin motion can be affected by other nearby kinesins.
Leduc et al. [43] observed that the velocity of kinesins decreased dramatically when the
number of motors on a MT exceeds a critical value. Also, nonmotile kinesin mutants
bound on MTs decrease the velocity and the run length of other walking kinesins [59].
Also, the motion of kinesin is also inhibited by MT associated proteins such as tau. The
effects of tau proteins on kinesin and dynein have been compared by Dixit et al. [58].
They revealed that the dependency of kinesins on tau proteins bound to the MT is 10 times
larger than that of dynein. Experiments with cargoes in cells also suggest that tau proteins
decrease the distance of transport by molecular motors [50].
In this chapter, the diffusive motion of kinesin heads in the absence of obstacles is mod-
eled. Then, that diffusion model is generalized and used to predict the motion of kinesin in
the presence of obstacles. Several models were proposed to describe the motion of kinesin
heads [40,133–137]. These previous models focus mainly on the one dimensional motion
of the kinesin head. However, several experiments with static obstacles [59, 60, 138] sug-
gest that kinesins can bypass obstacles by executing two dimensional movements along
the MT surface. To capture that two dimensional stepping motion, various methods are
introduced and described in this chapter. First, the diffusion of the kinesin head along the
surface of the MT is captured by solving the Fokker-Plank equation. Absorbing boundaries
are designated on the sites near the kinesin to calculate the probability for the direction of
the next step. Because one head is fixed while the other head diffuses, the NLs have to be
extended for the diffusing head to reach the binding sites. Thus, the motion of the diffusing
head depends on the forces which act on the NLs. A worm-like chain model (WLC) [139]
is used to calculate the force needed to stretch the NLs. The neck of kinesin has a coiled-
coil structure which can unwind if a large force is applied to the NLs. The unwinding
is considered by using the experimental data of Bronshlogl et al. [67]. Also, the most
favorable posture of the diffusing head to bind to the MT is incorporated in the model.
The interactions between kinesins and obstacles are characterized by using a diffusion
model which also includes obstacles. A deterministic model is developed to predict the
changes in the average velocity and run length of kinesins by static obstacles. Also, the
motion of kinesin on the same MT with other plus-end directed motors or with minus-end
directed motors is captured by using the stochastic model.
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Figure 6.1: Procedure of kinesin stepping motion. (-) and (+) indicates the polarity of the
MT. The binding sites around the kinesin are distinguished with the numbers
in parenthesis. Because kinesins are likely to walk toward plus-end, site-(7) is
defined as the forward binding site.
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6.3 Diffusion model of kinesin free head
The kinesin takes its step through the procedure which is described in Fig. 6.1. The
kinesin starts with the state where one head is fixed on the MT, and the other head is not
bound on the MT, as shown in Fig. 6.1 (a). When ATP binds to the fixed head, the structure
of kinesin changes. This change creates the bonds between the fixed head and its NL, as
shown in Fig. 6.1 (b). Then, the free head diffuses until it reaches one of the binding
sites, as shown in Fig. 6.1 (c). Therefore, two types of motion are considered in our model
as follows: 1) The motion resulting from the structural change is taken into account by
using the result of the previous study performed by Zhang et al. [140]. They predicted that
the free head moves fast to the location 2 nm behind the fixed head when the structural
change is completed. This resulted in our assumption that the free head starts to diffuse
at that position; 2) The motion of the free head after that fast movement is captured by
using our diffusion model. In the diffusion model, the free head is connected to the fixed
head through the two NLs which are regarded as nonlinear springs. The springs have to
be stretched for the free head to reach the binding sites. The MTs are composed of a large
number of binding sites. However, the diffusion of the free head occurs around the fixed
head. Thus, the model focuses on the motion in the domain containing nine binding sites,
as depicted in Fig. 6.1 (a) with dotted lines. Note that this domain moves as the kinesin
walk to other binding sites. The spatial probability distribution of the position of the free
head is calculated by solving the following Fokker-Plank equation.
∂p
∂t
= D
∂2p
∂x2
+D
∂2p
∂y2
− ∂
∂x
(Fx
γ
p
)
− ∂
∂y
(Fy
γ
p
)
, (6.1)
where p is the probability distribution function of the position of the free head. The direc-
tion of x and y are shown in Fig. 6.1 (a). The absorbing boundary condition (i.e., p=0) is
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applied to the 8 neighboring binding sites, as shown in Fig. 6.2 (a). The reflective bound-
ary conditions (i.e., no flux along the normal direction of the boundary) are used for other
boundaries. D is the diffusion coefficient, and γ is the drag coefficient of the free head.
The head is assumed as a cylinder with the length of 7 nm and the diameter of 4.5 nm.
The size of the head is obtained from the previous study on the crystal structure of ki-
nesin heads [141]. By using the method proposed by Swanson et al. [142] to calculate
a drag coefficient of cylinders in low Reynolds numbers, the value of γ is calculated as
5.625 × 10−8 g/s with the viscosity of water. Then, the diffusion coefficient is calculated
as 73.6 µm2/s with the temperature of 300 K. Note that the dependency of γ and D on the
moving direction is negligible for the geometry of the used cylinder [142]. Fx and Fy are
the x and y components of the force acting on the free head resulting from the stress in the
NLs when the free head is located at certain positions. The software COMSOL is used to
solve this partial differential equation with the finite element method.
6.3.1 Stretching of kinesin structure
The relation of the position of the free head and the stress in the NL depends on the
number of amino acids (AAs) in the structure. Kinesin-1 has fourteen AAs (AA 325-
338) in each NL. However, only four AAs (AA 335-338) are deformable for the docked
neck linker (DCNL) because AA 334 of the DCNL tightly bound to the fixed head with
two backbone hydrogen bonds [143]. The stretching of NLs is considered by using the
WLC [66,139]. The neck consists of two coils which are connected to each NL. The coils
are coiled with each other about 10 turns, and that coiled-coil structure is maintained by
hydrophobic interactions [144]. It is observed that each turn of the neck is unwound by
forces about 10 pN [67]. Because the unfolding of one turn increases the number of AAs
by 3 or 4 for each NL, the relation of the force acted on the NL and its length changes if the
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force reaches the unwinding forces, as shown in Fig. 6.2 (b). The forces in Eq. (6.1) (Fx
and Fy) are obtained by considering the WLC and the unwinding of the neck. Details are
described in .
6.3.2 Binding with tilted posture
To consider the effect of the affinity of the kinesin head and the binding sites, the po-
sitions of the specific AAs of the free head are investigated. First, AA 142–145, AA 273–
281, AA 238 and AA 255 are responsible for the binding to the MT [143]. Hereafter,
these AAs are referred as the attachable AAs. The head can bind to a binding site when
the center of the attachable AAs reaches the binding site. Second, the NL is not connected
to the center of the free head, as shown in Fig. 6.2 (c). Due to this structure, if the free
head bind to site-(8) with a tilted posture, the length of the two NLs required to reach that
site is shorter than the distance between that diagonal site and the fixed head, as shown
in Fig. 6.2 (d). Thus, it is assumed that the binding to the diagonal site with tilted posture
is favorable to the free head. To consider this behavior, the positions of the absorbing
boundaries in the domain are changed, as shown in Fig. 6.3 (a). Note that this behavior is
only applicable to the diagonal sites because there is not enough space for the free head
to rotate when it is near the side, forward, or backward binding sites due to the geometric
interference with the fixed head.
6.3.3 Fit to the experiment
The spatial probability distribution of the free head calculated from our model is shown
in Fig. 6.3 (a). This probability distribution depends on the three parameters; ℓDC , dside,
and θd. Some AAs of the DCNL are docked to the fixed head, and others are not. ℓDC
is the length of the docked part. The distance between two adjacent binding sites along
the tangential direction of the MT is referred to as dside. θd represents the allowable angle
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Figure 6.2: Diffusion model of kinesin motion in the absence of obstacles. (a) shows the
domain where the diffusion of free head occurs. The fixed head is located at
the center of the domain. (b) depicts the changes of the force over the length of
the undocked neck linker (UDNL). The hollow circle in (c) is the center of the
attachable AAs. The filled circle represents AA324 where the free head and
its NL are connected. (d) shows the binding of the free head to the diagonal
site with the tilted posture.
for the binding with tilted posture. The hypothesis of the interaction between the free
head and the binding site is as follows: If the free head is tilted at an angle larger than
θd, the attraction between the binding site and the attachable AAs of the free head is not
strong enough to cause the binding. If the center of attachable AAs is close to the binding
site, and the tilted angle is less than θd, the interaction between the head and the site is
strong. Thus, the head can bind to the site, and then be aligned along the MT axis by the
interaction between the attachable AAs and the site.
The values of parameters are determined by using the previous experiments. Yildiz
et al. [68] tracked the motion of the kinesin heads by labeling them with quantum dots.
Their results show that 13% of the kinesin step involves the motion along y, and 70%
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of that lateral motion occurs together with the motion toward the plus-end of the MT.
Also, Nishiyama et al. [29] measured that the probability of backward step increases ex-
ponentially over the resisting load acting on the kinesin. According to their observation,
the probability ratio of forward and backward step is about 1.3 when the resisting load
is about 7 pN. The model calculated the probability of the free head binding to a certain
site by integrating the flux P˙ of the probability flowing out through the boundaries of the
site (which is shown in Fig. 6.3 (b)) over time. A set of parameters (ℓDC = 2.9 nm,
dside = 6.4 nm, and θd = 47◦) satisfies the probability of step observed in both experi-
ments. The probabilities of forward, backward and sideway step in the absence of resisting
load are presented in Fig. 6.3 (c). ℓDC and dside are similar to the measured values of the
previous studies. The distance between AA324 and AA334 of DCNL in the crystal struc-
ture of kinesin [145] is about 3 nm. Also, dside is 6.4 nm when the diameter of MT is
26.5 nm. This diameter is in the range of the actual diameters of MTs observed in the
cell [146, 147].
To predict the effect of the load on the behavior of kinesin, Pb,i are calculated when
the resisting load is exerted on the kinesin. Because the equilibrium position of the free
head is shifted toward the center of the domain by the resisting loads, the probability of
the sideway step considerably increases even for the small loads, as shown in Fig. 6.3 (d).
This suggests that the sideway step is also responsible for the decrease in the velocity of
kinesins by the load. Also, the probability of the backward step is noticeable when load is
larger than 6 pN.
6.4 Results
The motion of kinesin is affected by the interaction of obstacles and kinesins and by
the number of the obstacles on the MT. Thus, the diffusion model is used to consider the
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Figure 6.3: Probability of binding on sites. (a) is the spatial probability distribution of the
position of the free head in the absence of external loads after 1 µs since the
diffusion started. (b) shows the rate of the probability flowing out through each
absorbing boundary of binding sites. The numbers in (c) denote the probabil-
ities regarding the direction of step (Pb,i). Pb,1−3 are not shown because their
values are very small. (d) shows the changes in the probabilities of forward
step (Pfw = Pb,6+Pb,7+Pb,8), sideway step (Psd = Pb,4+Pb,5), and backward
step (Pbw = Pb,1 + Pb,2 + Pb,3) when the external resisting load acts on the
kinesin.
interaction of the kinesin head and obstacles located near the kinesin. When an obstacle
is bound on a binding site, the free head is not able to move to that binding site. Thus, a
reflective boundary is located on that site, as indicated with Cobs in Fig. 6.4 (a). The shape
of the reflective boundary is assumed as a circle. Then, the changes in the velocity and run
length over the number of obstacles on the MT are calculated. Also, the effect of other
molecular motors on the motion of kinesin is predicted when they walk on the same MT.
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6.4.1 Interaction between kinesins and obstacles
The interaction between kinesins and obstacles modifies the unbinding probability of
the kinesin from the MTs (or the run length) and its walking velocity. The effect of ob-
stacles on the unbinding probability depends on the probability that the free head contact
the obstacle (Pcnt). The changes in the velocity are determined by the required number of
steps to bypass obstacles (Nstep). Therefore, these two quantities are calculated for differ-
ent sizes and numbers of obstacles. To characterize the effect of the location of obstacles,
small virtual obstacles occupying single binding site are used. Because the distance be-
tween adjacent binding sites are about 8 nm along the x axis and 6 nm along the y axis,
two different sizes of obstacles (Robs = 4 and 5 nm) are located near the kinesin.
When obstacles are located near the kinesin, the unbinding probability of kinesin (Pub)
can be obtained as
Pub = P
0
ub + PcntPub,cnt , (6.2)
where P 0ub is the unbinding probability per step in the absence of obstacle which are ob-
tained from chapter VI. The changes in the unbinding probability caused by the inter-
ference with obstacles depends on two probabilities; the probability of the free head to
contact obstacles (Pcnt) and the probability of kinesin to unbind when the free head con-
tact the obstacles (Pub,cnt). Pcnt can be calculated with the probability distributions along
the reflective boundary of the obstacle as
Pcnt =
∫ tf
t0
∮
Cobs
p dℓ dt (6.3)
where t0 and tf are the initial and final time when solving Eq. (6.1). Pub,cnt depends
on the type of obstacles present on the MTs. Thus, its value can be obtained using the
experimentally measured run length of kinesins in the presence of obstacles. Pcnt for the
obstacle located in the site-(7) is large compared to other sites, as shown in Fig. 6.4 (b),
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Figure 6.4: Motion of kinesin near obstacles. (a) shows the probability distribution over
the domain if the binding site in front of the kinesin is occupied by an obstacle.
The blocked region formed by the obstacle is included into the domain with the
reflective boundary. (b) is the probabilityPcnt when one of the neighboring site
is occupied by obstacles. The numbers in parenthesis denote the binding site
where the obstacle is located. (c) describes the situation when three binding
sites in front of kinesin are blocked by obstacles (nbs,obs = 3). (d) shows
the number of steps (Nstep) required to bypass obstacles when several binding
sites (nbs,obs = 1− 7) are occupied by obstacles.
because the free head tends to diffuse around the site-(7) due to its structural change. As
expected, the probability to contact increases as the size of the obstacle increases.
The number of steps to bypass obstacles is increased significantly by the number of
binding sites occupied by obstacles (nbs,obs), as shown in Fig. 6.4 (c) and (d). The filled
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dot denotes the number of steps when selecting the optimal path with no failure. Nstep
of kinesin is much larger than values represented by the filled dots due to their stochastic
stepping motion. Kinesins have to repeat several steps until they find a way to bypass
obstacles by chance. Because Nstep is affected by nbs,obs and Robs, the number of binding
sites occupied by single obstacle and the value of Robs can be obtained using the velocity
of kinesins in the presence of obstacles.
6.4.2 Static obstacle
The interaction between kinesins and the unmovable kinesin, which acts as a static
obstacle to walking kinesins, is characterized by three parameters, Robs, mobs, and Pub,cnt,
wheremobs is the number of binding sites occupied by a single obstacle, as shown in Fig. 6.5.
In the previous experiment performed by Telley et al. [59], the motion of kinesin was ob-
served when the number of obstacles (i.e., unmovable kinesins) attached to the MT is 8 %
compared to the number of obstacles if the MT is fully coated with the obstacles. The
velocity and run length were decreased to 81 % and 57 % compared to the values in the
absence of obstacles. The velocity depends on the Robs and mobs, whereas the run length
or unbinding probability is affected by Pub,cnt as well as Robs and mobs. Thus, the values of
Robs and mobs are obtained using the measured velocity. After that, Pub,cnt is determined
comparing the run length of model and the experiment.
To obtain the value of parameters, a deterministic model is developed. The determin-
istic model is capable of calculating the velocity and run length for various numbers of
obstacles by using the behavior of kinesin near obstacles explained in section 6.4.1. The
velocities can be calculated as
V (ρ) ≃ V0 1
1 +
N∑
k=1
akρk
, (6.4)
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Figure 6.5: The number of occupied sites per obstacle. The figures show the examples
of the MT if each unmovable kinesin occupy one (a), three (b), five (c), or
nine (d) binding sites. The filled black circles are the binding sites occupied
by the obstacles.
where V (ρ) is the velocity when the molar ratio of the number of obstacles to the num-
ber of tubulin dimers of the MT is ρ. V0 is the velocity in the absence of obstacles. The
term k = 1 is introduced to capture the effect of single obstacles. The term k = 2 is
required to consider the effect of two series of obstacles that are adjacent to each other
along the y axis. The coefficient ak is determined by the number of steps to bypass ob-
stacles, which can be calculated in the diffusion model. The derivation of this equation
is provided in Appendix A. Tab. 6.1 shows the velocities for various Robs and mobs. The
values of parameters are determined as Robs = 5 nm and mobs = 3 for the unmovable
kinesin obstacles.
The parameter Pub,cnt can be obtained by using the run length. The run length of the
deterministic model can be calculated as
RL(ρ) = RL0
1
1 +
N∑
k=1
bkρk
V (ρ)
V0
, (6.5)
where RL(ρ) and RL0 are the run length in the presence and absence of obstacles. The
value of bk depends on Pub,cnt. The value of Pub,cnt is determined as 0.023 nm/ms because
it produce the run length of the experiment. The derivation of this equation is also provided
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mobs Robs [nm] V/V0
1 4 0.99
1 5 0.98
3 4 0.88
3 5 0.82
5 4 0.9
5 5 0.85
9 4 0.94
9 5 0.92
Table 6.1: The velocity for various mobs and Robs
in A.
The stochastic model is developed to address the limits of the deterministic model. The
deterministic model is incapable of considering the effect of temporal/spatial resolution of
the experiments. Therefore, the velocity and run length are calculated again using the
Monte-Carlo simulation with the stochastic model because this method allows to consider
the resolution used in the experiments. The stochastic model is developed by integrat-
ing the diffusion model with the mechanistic model in chapter VI, which can describe
the stochastic motion of the kinesin in the absence of obstacles. Details on the stochastic
model are provided in Appendix A. The stochastic model with Robs = 5 nm and mobs = 3
provides a similar velocity of the deterministic model because the effect of the resolutions
on the velocity is not considerable. However, the run length is more sensitive to the reso-
lution of the experiment. Thus, the value of Pub,cnt is changed to 0.044 nm/ms when the
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stochastic model is used to obtain the experimentally observed run length.
6.4.3 Moving obstacles
The characterization of interactions between moving kinesins and static kinesins en-
ables us to predict the motion of kinesin when static or motile motor proteins exist on the
MT. K+MΦ represents the situation when the motion of kinesin is disturbed by the un-
movable kinesins. Also, several kinesins can walk on the same MT (K+M+). (K+M−)
denotes the situation when the kinesin share the same MT with minus-end directed motors.
These cases are depicted in Fig. 6.6 (a).
When several motors share the same MT, the motion of kinesin has several character-
istics. The decrease in the run length over ρ is more significant than the changes in the
velocity because the run length is also affected by the reduction of the velocity as well
as the increased unbinding probability by obstacles, as calculated in Eq. (6.5). Also, the
changes in the velocity of (K+M+) over ρ are not considerable, as shown in Fig. 6.6 (b).
For the traffic of (K+M+), the kinesin is not likely to meet other kinesins because every
motor move in the same direction. Furthermore, the decrease in the velocity of (K+M−)
are small compared to (K+MΦ) due to the bypassing ability of the minus-end directed
motors, as shown in Fig. 6.6 (b). For the kinesin and minus-end directed motors used
in this chapter, the time for the chemical reaction per step (i.e., 1-10 ms) is much longer
when compared to the time required to take a single step (i.e., 1-10 µs). Thus, when a
kinesin confronts a minus-end directed motor, the instant of the kinesin taking a step is
not likely to overlap with the stepping time of the minus-end directed motor. This behav-
ior prevents the kinesin and the minus-end directed motor from taking steps in the same
direction. As a result, the kinesin and the minus-end directed motor can pass each other
fast. However, the kinesin need to take several steps to bypass static motors. Also, he
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decreases of the run length are large with the order (K+MΦ), (K +M−), and (K+M+),
as shown in Fig. 6.6 (c), because the changes of the run length depend on the decreases
in the velocity. Details on the realization of the motion of the kinesin along with other
movable motors are provided in Appendix A.
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Figure 6.6: The velocity and run length of kinesins over the density of motors. (a) depicts
the motions of the kinesin in (K+MΦ), (K+M+), and (K+M−). The mo-
tors with the arrow directing to the right are the moving kinesins. The motors
with the arrow directing to the left are the minus-end directed motors. The
unmovable kinesins are presented with motors without an arrow. The ρ repre-
sents the molar ratio of unmovable kinesins and tubulin dimers for K+MΦ,
the molar ratio of walking kinesins and tubulins for (K+M+), and the molar
ratio of minus-end directed motors and tubulins for (K+M−), respectively.
The curves denote the velocity and run length for (K+MΦ) obtained from the
deterministic model. The results denoted with circles, stars and diamonds are
calculated from the stochastic model.
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6.5 Conclusions
The diffusion model developed in this work predicts the two-dimensional motion of ki-
nesin. The model suggests that both the unwinding of the neck and the binding with tilted
posture can take place during the stepping motion of kinesin. If one of the mechanisms are
not allowed, the model produces very small probability to step toward diagonal sites com-
pared to the probability measured in the experiment [68]. The values of the probabilities
are provided in Appendix A.
In this chapter, the interaction between the walking kinesins and unmovable kinesins
are characterized. By using that interaction, the effects of other motors on kinesins are
predicted when they move on the same MT. If several kinesins share one MT together,
their velocities are almost not affected by other kinesins on the MT. The deceleration of
kinesins by minus-end directed motors is also not considerable. These results suggest that
cells can handle several intracellular transports effectively with a small number of MTs.
However, both the velocity and run length decrease considerably by unmovable kinesins.
Thus, the malfunctions of few motors or other static proteins bound on the MT could
interrupt the transport performed by kinesins.
This result is consistent with the experimental observations on degradation of the trans-
port by tau proteins which can be static obstacles to the kinesin. The run length of kinesin
decreases for the excessive density of tau proteins in several experiments [50,58,148,149].
The experiments observed that the motion of single kinesins with small cargoes is not
slowed down by tau proteins. However, the transport velocity of cargoes can be mod-
ulated by tau proteins. Large cargoes such as mitochondria are transported by several
kinesins to overcome large viscous force in cytoplasm. Tau proteins are observed to in-
crease the unbinding rate of kinesins and decrease the rebinding rate of kinesins to the
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MTs [58, 148–150]. Thus, the number of kinesins bound to the MT could be decreased
by tau proteins. For this reason, the large cargo can be transported slowly. Furthermore,
slowly transported large cargoes can also act as large obstacles to other kinesins. As a
result, the entire transport system would not operate normally.
The effects of obstacles on the motion of kinesin are important because several neu-
rodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) could be the result of the abnor-
mal intracellular transport. The negative effects of obstacles on the intracellular transport
are observed in vivo. The transport of several cargoes is decelerated or failed by the exces-
sive tau proteins [46, 48, 49]. Therefore, characterization of the motion of kinesin in the
presence of tau proteins is necessary to reveal the quantitative relation between the degra-
dation of the intracellular transport and tau proteins. The diffusion model can be used to
characterize the interaction between tau proteins and the motion of kinesin.
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CHAPTER VII
A novel model to consider kinesin mediated axonal
transport and its regional traffic jam caused by tau
proteins
7.1 Summary
The intracellular transport can be interrupted by tau proteins because they are capable
of binding to the MTs. In this chapter, a new model is developed to characterize the
binding of tau proteins to the MTs and the interaction between kinesins and tau proteins. It
is predicted that the transport velocity along the long axon is not changed considerably by
the concentration of tau protein. Thus, new metrics are proposed to quantify the regional
traffic jam caused by tau proteins because this regional traffic congestion is highly sensitive
to the concentration of tau protein.
7.2 Background and motivation
Motor proteins are responsible for the axonal transport of a variety of cargoes such as
mitochondrion, neurotransmitters, and neurofilaments in the neuron [7–9]. Among them,
kinesins walk from the cell body to the synapses along the MT biological track. The
appropriate concentration of tau proteins is important to the transport with the following
reasons: First, MTs can collapse if the amount of tau protein is not enough. Long and
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hollow cylindrical structure of MTs is created by the polymerization of tubulin dimers. The
tubulins located at the plus-end of MTs can be depolymerized in the absence of molecules
which stabilize the structure of MTs. Because neurons use tau proteins to maintain their
MTs [151,152], a low concentration of tau protein can be noxious to the MTs in the axon;
Second, excessive tau proteins can interrupt the motion of kinesin by blocking respective
binding sites on MTs. It is measured that kinesins are easily released from the MT and that
they slowly bind to the MT in the presence of excessive tau proteins [58, 148–150, 153].
Thus, the walking ability of kinesin is less useful to transport intracellular cargoes if there
are excessive tau proteins are in the axon.
The effects of excessive tau proteins on kinesin mediated transport have been observed
both in vitro experiments [58,148–150,153] and in vivo experiments [46–50]. For in vitro
experiments, several behaviors of kinesin are modified by excessive tau proteins. The
run length of kinesins is decreased [58, 149, 150, 153]. The cargoes transported by single
kinesins are released from the MTs with high probability when they confront clusters of
tau proteins on the MTs [58]. McVicker et al. [149] revealed that the ATPase of kinesin
molecules is accelerated if they walk on the MTs that are coated with tau proteins. Also,
the time required for the unbound kinesins to bind to the MTs is increased [148]. For in
vivo experiments, the intracellular transport is not performed normally in various cells,
including neurons, if they have excessive tau proteins. In the CHO cells, the transport
of several cellular organelles (e.g., mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum) to the cell
periphery is inhibited if additional tau proteins exist [48, 50]. In neurons, mitochondria,
peroxisomes, neurofilaments, and amyloid precursor proteins also fail to be transported
along axons or dendrites in the presence of large numbers of tau proteins [46, 47, 49].
The goal of this chapter is to develop a model capable of predicting the axonal trans-
port of cargoes in the presence of excessive tau proteins. This model accounts for both
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the motion of the cargo when it is transported by kinesins and the Brownian motion of the
cargo when its kinesin is released from the MT. The stochastic transitions between those
two motions are also captured. The distribution of tau proteins on the MT surfaces is nec-
essary to predict the motion of kinesin on MTs coated with tau proteins. That distribution
is obtained by considering the affinities of tau proteins on the tubulin dimers of the MTs.
The model predicts the long range transport when the concentration of cargoes in the
axon is small and large. When the number of cargo in the axon is small, the interference
between cargoes or between kinesins is negligible. The times required to transport the
cargo along the 50 µm long axon are calculated for various concentrations of tau pro-
tein and various densities of MT in the axon. When the axon contains a large number of
cargoes, the interaction between kinesins and the interference between cargoes are con-
sidered. The effect of tau on the traffic of the cargoes is predicted. Also, a new metrics is
introduced to estimate the condition of MTs more effectively by using the behavior of the
kinesin near tau clusters.
7.3 Model
In this chapter, various types of motions of kinesins and their cargoes depicted in Fig. 7.1
are modeled. Also, the binding of tau proteins on MT and their effect on kinesins are con-
sidered to predict the changes in the transport by tau proteins.
7.3.1 Cargo bound to the MT via kinesin: walking and unbinding
For kinesins, the walking motion, the unbinding, and their dependency on the obstacles
on the MT (namely tau proteins in this chapter) are captured with the mechanistic model
introduced in chapter II-VI. The walking motion of kinesin is determined by the period
and direction of its step. Its stochastic stepping period is calculated with the stochastic
chemical kinetics described in chapter II. While the kinesin takes a step, one of its heads
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Figure 7.1: Various motions of the cargo in the neuron. When the kinesin is attached to
the MT, the cargo is hauled by the kinesin. If the kinesin unbinds from the
MT, the kinesin and its cargo diffuse around because of the Brownian motion.
When the diffusing cargo moves close to the MT, its kinesin can bind to the
MT and start to walk again. The tau proteins attached to the MT affect these
various motions.
is bound to the MT and the other head moves by diffusion and conformational change in
the structure. Thus, the direction of a step is considered according to the model in chapter
VI, which is capable of capturing the diffusing motion of the kinesin head. The unbinding
probability calculated in chapter IV and VI are used to capture the instant of releasing
from the MT. When the kinesin walks along the MT, the motion of its cargo is calculated
with Stokes’ law as
vc =
Fc
6πrcη
, (7.1)
where vc is the velocity of cargo. Fc is the force acting on the cargo transferred from the
kinesin. This force can be calculated with the stiffness of the cargo linker and the positions
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of the cargo and the kinesin.
7.3.2 Cargo released from the MT: the Brownian motion and rebinding
When the kinesin is not bound on the MTs, the translational and rotational Brownian
motion of the cargo in 3-dimensional space is calculated by the following equation.
x(t+∆t) = x(t) + rndr(
√
2Dc∆t), (7.2)
where x can be the position and the rotation angles of the cargo. ∆t is the time step,
and rndr is the normally distributed random number with a standard deviation (std) of
√
2Dc∆t and zero average. Dc is the translational diffusion coefficient ( kBT6πrcη ) of the cargo
when Eq. (7.2) is used to obtain the position of the cargo. Dc represents the rotational
diffusion coefficient ( kBT
8πr3cη
) of the cargo when Eq. (7.2) is used to calculate the rotation of
the cargo. Different values of rndr are used in different time steps to capture the random
motion. The Brownian motion of the cargo is confined by the cell membrane and the MTs,
as shown in Fig. 7.2 (a).
Significantly intensive computation is required to consider the Brownian motion of
unbound kinesins because their heads diffuse with very high speed due to its small size.
Instead, the following hypothesis is used; the probability of the position of the kinesin
heads is uniformly distributed in the spherical space which has its center at the point where
the kinesin attaches to the cargo, as shown in Fig. 7.2 (b). The radius of the spherical
space is determined as 60 nm because it is the length of the kinesin (Lc) in the absence
of stretching force [154]. This assumption is plausible considering the high diffusional
coefficient of kinesins (22 µm2/s) [155] and the restriction of the diffusion by the cargo
linker.
When the unbound kinesin is far from a MT, the kinesin is not able to bind to the
MT. When the heads of the unbound kinesins move close to the MT by thermal forces,
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the attractive force between the heads and tubulins increases. Then, the probability of the
kinesin to rebind to the MT becomes considerable. Thus, it is assumed that the MT has
an attractive zone covering the outer surface of the MT with thickness 1 nm, as shown
in Fig. 7.2 (c). If the head of the unbound kinesin enters this region, the kinesin can bind
to the MT. The rebinding probability (Preb) is calculated as
Preb = p˙reb
VK∩AZ
VK
∆t, (7.3)
where VK∩AZ is the intersected volume created by VK and VAZ which are described in
Fig. 7.2 (b) and (c), respectively. p˙reb is the parameter of the model. The value of p˙reb
is obtained as 7.1 × 105 s−1 by using previous experiments [76] on the binding rate of
kinesins to the MTs.
Reflective 
boundary
Cargo
Membrane
MT
(a) Brownian motion (c) Attractive zone of MT(b) Space of unbound kinesin
Tubulin
Surface of MT
Lc
VK (VAZ)
Attractive 
zone
Figure 7.2: Brownian motion and rebinding. (a) shows the Brownian motion depicted
from the cross section of the axon. The dots in (b) indicate the spherical space
where the unbound kinesin heads can exist with spatially uniform probability
distribution. (c) shows the cross section of the MT. The gray layer represents
the attractive zone of the MT.
7.3.3 Binding of tau protein on MT
The following behaviors of tau protein (regarding its binding to MTs) are considered
to obtain MTs coated with tau proteins: 1) When the molar ratio mτ (= concentration
of tau / concentration of tubulin dimer) is smaller than 0.2, almost all tau proteins bind
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to the MTs [58, 69]. This molar ratio of 0.2 is also consistent with the stoichiometries
obtained from other experiments [156–158]. Thus, a single tau protein is assumed to oc-
cupy four tubulin dimers, as shown in Fig. 7.3 (a). Single tau molecules are arranged with
the square layout (i.e., two by two) because one tau molecule is believed to interact with
two protofilaments [159, 160]. This interaction is also consistent with previous observa-
tion [161] which suggests that tau molecules bind both along and across protofilaments.
2) Some tau proteins fail to bind on the MTs when mτ is higher than 0.2 [69]. This sug-
gests that tau proteins are unlikely to bind to tubulins which are already occupied by single
tau proteins. 3) Tau clusters are observed on the MT for high mτ [58, 69, 162]. Note that
if two or more tau proteins bind to the same location on the MT, those tau proteins are
considered as tau cluster in this dissertation. Once one tau succeeds to bind to tubulins
where one tau protein is already bound (even if the probability to bind to those tubulins
is small), those tau proteins act as seed, so that other free tau proteins can easily bind to
the tau clusters. This is consistent with other observations, according to which tau dimers
function as building blocks in the formation of aggregation of tau proteins in the absence
of tubulins [163]. 4) For large mτ , the ratio of unbound tau proteins to bound tau proteins
increases with mτ . To capture this behavior, it is assumed that tau can bind to tubulins
only when the number of tau proteins bound on the tubulins is equal or less than Nmax, as
shown in Fig. 7.3 (b).
To consider the interaction between tubulins and tau proteins, tubulins on MTs are clas-
sified into three types. Then, different affinities to tau proteins are assigned to each type.
The first type is tubulins with no tau proteins attached (TUB1), as shown in Fig. 7.3 (c1).
Thus, the affinity (Ka,1) between TUB1 and tau proteins are strong. The second type
is tubulins which already have one bound tau and their adjacent sites have no or one
tau (TUB2), as shown in Fig. 7.3 (c2). The affinity (Ka,2) between TUB2 and tau pro-
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Figure 7.3: Binding of tau proteins on tubulins (a) describes the used assumption on the
configuration of bound tau proteins. (b) describes the maximum number of tau
proteins which can be stacked on the MTs. (c) describes three distinct affinities
between free tau proteins and tubulins or bound tau proteins. (d) shows an
example of the growths of tau clusters predicted from the model. Tubulins with
no tau are depicted with black dots, and tubulins with single tau are described
with gray dots. White dots are tubulins with two or more tau molecules (tau
clusters). The growths of two tau clusters are indicated with the circle and
rectangle. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the values of mτ .
teins are weak. The third type (described in Fig. 7.3 (c3)) is the tubulins (TUB3) where
tau clusters are located. TUB3 also includes the tubulins adjacent to tau clusters. Because
TUB3 represents the binding sites of the MT affected by tau clusters, their affinities (Ka,3)
to tau proteins are strong. The values of Ka,1−3 are obtained as 3, 0.003, and 10 µM−1
by using the experimental data [58, 69]. Nmax is obtained as 12. Detailed descriptions on
the binding and the method used to acquire the values of parameters are provided in Ap-
pendix B.
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7.3.4 Interference between kinesin and tau protein
Tau proteins affects several dynamics of kinesin; the walking, the unbinding from the
MT, and the binding to the MT. First, the walking kinesin are changed by tau proteins
bound on MTs. The velocity of single kinesins increases by about 10% in the presence
of tau proteins [58]. Moreover, the ATPase of kinesins is accelerated when kinesins meet
tubulins where single tau proteins are attached [149]. This suggests that tubulins occupied
by single tau proteins do not act as obstacles to kinesins. The accelerated ATPase by tau
proteins is incorporated in the model by increasing turnover rate in the ATPase by 10%
when kinesin heads are bound on tubulins where single tau proteins are attached.
The unbinding of a kinesin from the MT increases when it encounters tau clusters [58].
Likewise, the run length is short in the presence of tau proteins [58, 149, 150]. Thus,
tubulins with tau clusters are regarded as obstacles. Because the stepping motion of kinesin
is realized by the diffusive motion of its head, reflective boundaries are located on the
position of tau clusters when calculating the diffusive motion with the model in chapter VI.
Using the same model, the increase of the unbinding probability is also quantified because
the model can calculate the unbinding probability with the probability that the kinesin head
contacts obstacles. Parameter on the interference between the tau clusters and the kinesin
heads is provided in Appendix B.
The effect of tau proteins on the binding of floating kinesins to the MT is also con-
sidered. Dixit et al. [58] observed that the binding rate of kinesins decreases over the
concentration of tau. Thus, it is assumed that unbound kinesins cannot bind to tubulins
if the latter are occupied by tau clusters. Note that this is consistent with the previously
mentioned hypothesis that tau clusters act as obstacle to the heads of the walking kinesin.
Even if a tubulin is not occupied by tau clusters, the unbound kinesins are unlikely to bind
on that tubulin if both the left and right tubulins are occupied by tau clusters because the
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space is not enough for the heads to reach that site. Thus, that type of sites is also assumed
inaccessible to the heads of unbound kinesins. The same restriction is applied to tubulins
if both the forward and backward tubulins are occupied by tau clusters. The binding rate
obtained with this assumption is similar to the experimental data [58].
7.4 Results
In this chapter, the motion of the small cargo (rc = 25 nm) transported by single ki-
nesins is investigated. The viscosity of cellular fluids acting on a particle depends on the
size of the particle because the interaction between other intracellular particles and the par-
ticle affects the motion of that particle [164]. A previous experimental study revealed that
the viscosity of particles in the cytoplasm of neurons increases over their diameters [165].
According to the result, the viscosity acting on the cargo used in this chapter is determined
as 10 fold of the viscosity in water. The diameter (dax) of the axon is determined as 1 µm
because it is the average diameter of axons in brains [166].
7.4.1 Velocity of transport
To predict the effect of MT density and the concentration of tau proteins ([τ ]) on the
transport of cargoes, the velocity of the long transport (50 µm) is calculated. The number
of MTs (NMT) in axons is changed from one to six because NMT of one in the used
axon (diameter of 1 µm) approximately corresponds to the density in pathological neurons
from AD patients (1.2 / µm2), and the MT density withNMT of six is similar to the density
in healthy neurons (7.1 / µm2) [167].
The velocity predicted in this model shows the following features. First, the trans-
port velocity along the healthy axon (i.e., no excessive tau and high density of MTs,
NMT = 6) is very similar to the walking velocity (∼800 nm/s) of kinesins [28], as shown
in Fig. 7.4 (a1). The long range transport can be delayed because the walking motion of
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kinesins does not take place when they are not bound on the MTs. However, the delay is
negligible in the healthy axon because the unbound kinesins can bind to one of the MTs in
a very short time. Second, the changes in the transport velocity over MT density are con-
siderable only when the axon contains a large concentration of tau, as shown in Fig. 7.4 (a).
Also, the effect of [τ ] on the velocity is not noticeable if the number of MTs is sufficient.
Lastly, the velocity in the presence of tau proteins can be determined by the single variable
mτ (proportional to the ratio of [τ ] and NMT), even though the motion of the kinesins is
changed by two variables ([τ ] and NMT). Fig. 7.4 (b1) shows that the velocities for differ-
ent [τ ] and NMT are similar if mτ are the same. This feature can also be observable from
the strong correlation between the velocity and mτ , as shown in Fig. 7.4 (b2). It is worth
noting that the correlation between the velocity and m˜τ (= concentration of bound tau pro-
teins / concentration of tubulin dimers) is not high, as shown in Fig. 7.4 (b3). Therefore,
mτ is more important than m˜τ when predicting the velocity. Detailed descriptions are
provided in Appendix B.
7.4.2 Motion of the cargo near tau clusters
The changes of the velocity by excessive tau proteins are not noticeable unless the axon
has a small number of MTs and a large concentration of tau proteins. Thus, the motion of
kinesin near tau clusters is investigated to estimate the condition of MTs with the motion
of kinesin. If kinesins encounter tau clusters, they bypass the cluster, or they get released
from the MT. If the kinesin is unbound by the interference with tau clusters and diffuse
forward, the motion of the cargo is not disturbed by the cluster anymore. However, if the
cargo diffuses backward and binds to the MT, then the cargo has to repeat the above process
when it encounters the tau cluster later, as depicted in Fig. 7.5 (a). As a consequence, the
motion of both the kinesin and the cargo are delayed in front of tau clusters.
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Figure 7.4: Average velocity of cargoes in the long axon. (a1) (a3) depict the average
velocities for [τ ] = 0, 2, and 4 µM, respectively. (b1) shows the velocities in
the axons with same mτ . However, [τ ] and NMT of the axons are different.
The velocity for [τ ] = 2 µM is presented by the gray bars. The black bars
denote the velocity for [τ ] = 4 µM. The numbers in the parenthesis indicate
NMT. (b2) represents the velocities over mτ . The inset graph shows mτ of
the used axons. For the inset graph, the circles and stars represent mτ for
[τ ] = 2 and 4 µM, respectively. (b3) shows the velocities over m˜τ . The inset
graph shows m˜τ of the used axons.
However, various stochastic behaviors of kinesins can also cause the regional delay
in the transport. Because of this, a new metric is required to distinguish the delay origi-
nated from the tau clusters and another delay induced by the stochastic motion of kinesin.
For this purpose, a large number of transports are statistically analyzed with the follow-
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Figure 7.5: Effects of tau clusters on the motion of the cargo. (a) describes the cycle of
the motion near the tau cluster. (b) shows ASPD of cargoes when tubulins at
10 µm are occupied by tau clusters. Other tubulins are free of tau proteins. (c)
and (d) are the distributions for ([τ ] = 0 µM, NMT = 6) and ([τ ] = 4 µM,
NMT = 1). (e) shows the normalized std. The values of std are described with
the squares for NMT = 1, the triangles with the solid line for NMT = 2, circles
with the solid line for NMT = 3, triangles with the dotted line for NMT = 4,
stars with the dotted line for NMT = 5, and squares with the dotted line for
NMT = 6. (f) shows mτ for the used axons.
ing procedure. First, the position of the cargo is captured with the constant sampling
time (0.1 s). Then, the position of the cargo in the captured images is classified with 1 µm
interval. This creates the spatial probability distribution of the position. By using 200 sets
of transports, 200 sets of distributions are obtained. Next, the averaged spatial probability
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distribution (ASPD) is calculated by averaging the 200 sets of distributions. The delay
caused by stochastic motion of kinesin is not included in ASPD because it is canceled out
by averaging the probability distributions. ASPD indicates the time when the cargoes stay
in each section along the axon. If there are no spatial changes in the properties affecting
the motion of cargoes (i.e., viscosity, temperature, diffusivity, or ATP concentration) along
the axon, the cargoes spend equal time on each section in the axon. Then, ASPD has to be
spatially uniform, otherwise, ASPD fluctuates along the axis of axons.
To reveal the effect of tau clusters, tau proteins are positioned on the tubulins at 10 µm.
Every other tubulin has no bound tau proteins. The ASPD increases in front of the cluster
and decreases behind the cluster, as shown in Fig. 7.5 (b). In the absence of tau proteins,
ASPD is almost uniform over the axon, as shown in Fig. 7.5 (c). This indicates that
no acceleration or delay is occurred in any particular location. When tau clusters are
developed on the MTs, ASPD fluctuates over the axon, as shown in Fig. 7.5 (d).
The std of ASPD is calculated to quantify its fluctuation. Then, the obtained std is
normalized by the std corresponding to healthy axons (i.e., NMT = 6 and [τ ] = 0 µM),
as shown in Fig. 7.5 (e). The result is surprising because the changes in std by [τ ] and
NMT are significantly large compared to the changes in the transport velocity depicted
in Fig. 7.4. This strong dependency of ASPD on [τ ] and NMT can be used to estimate the
condition of MTs in the axon more effectively.
7.4.3 Cargo traffic in axon
When a large number of cargoes need to be transported to synapses, the transport is
predicted by considering the following interaction between different kinesins and between
different cargoes. First, the interference between walking kinesins are taken into account
using the model described in chapter VI because it characterized the stepping motion of
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kinesin when other kinesins are nearby. Second, effects of a bound kinesin and its cargo
on an unbound kinesin are incorporated into the model by preventing the unbound kinesin
from landing on the tubulins around the bound cargo, as depicted in Fig. B.4. Third, the
interaction between unbound cargoes can be considered by using different viscosity when
calculating the Brownian motion of the unbound cargoes. The change in the viscosity
depends on the ratio between the sum of volumes of cargoes in the axon and the volume
of the axon. The volume ratio is less than 0.5 % for the number of cargoes used in this
chapter (< 250). In previous studies [168], the increase in the viscosity by this level of
volume fraction is very small (< 10 %). Thus, the effect of interaction between cargoes is
assumed as negligible.
To realize the traffic of the transport, kinesins (which are attached to cargoes) are
supplied near the minus-end of MTs with constant rate (c˙in). Then, the number of car-
goes (caxon) in the observing volume (i.e., 0 to 5 µm in the axon with a single MT) is cap-
tured over time. The changes in the traffic of cargoes over time are depicted in Fig. 7.6 (a).
In the beginning (t < 10 s), the number of cargoes in the observing volume increases with
the constant rate (c˙in). During 10 < t < 20 s, caxon keeps increasing, but its rate of change
decreases over time because some cargoes flow out toward the synapse with the rate c˙out.
When t > 20 s, the rate of change in caxon is constant over the time. caxon does not change
over time if the axonal transport system is able to transfer cargoes with the rate c˙in. Oth-
erwise, caxon increases over time with a constant rate (i.e., c˙in − c˙out). In the absence of
excessive tau proteins, the axon can transport cargoes toward synapses with no increase in
the traffic if c˙in ≤ 10 s−1, as shown in Fig. 7.6 (b). If [τ ] is larger than 2 µM, the cargoes
are accumulated in the axon if c˙in ≥ 5 s−1.
The averaged spatial concentration distributions (ASCD) of cargoes are calculated us-
ing the spatial concentration distributions obtained with constant time sampling time. The
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method to acquire ASCD is similar to that of ASPD. In the presence of tau protein, ASCD
is also fluctuated, as shown in Fig. 7.6 (c). This result suggests that the regional traffic
jams of the cargoes are generated by tau clusters. The std is normalized with the values of
std in the absence of tau proteins. The normalized std increased significantly by excessive
tau proteins, as shown in Fig. 7.6 (d). Also, the number of regions of the traffic congestion
can increase as more cargoes are injected into the axon. Because the delayed transport
caused by tau clusters (described in Fig. 7.5 (a)) can also be realized by the interaction be-
tween walking kinesins and by the interference between the bound cargoes and unbound
cargoes, the normalized std for high c˙in is large.
7.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a new model capable of predicting the complex motion of kinesins
is developed to predict the effect of tau proteins on the long axonal transport. Kinetics
such as chemical reactions, the effects of force on the chemical reactions, and electrostatic
interactions among kinesins, tubulins, and tau proteins, determine the kinesin mediated
transport. These kinetics are characterized by fitting the results of the model to the exper-
imental data. By using this model, the transport along the axons with small/large number
of cargoes is studied. The results on the transport with small number of cargoes show that
both low density of MTs and large concentration of tau are required to cause considerable
degradation of the transport. In the axons with a large number of cargoes, the interaction
between cargoes changes the transport. The accumulation of the cargoes in the axon is
predicted when the inflow rate of cargoes to the axon is large. In addition, the cargoes can
be accumulated even for small inlet flux if there are excessive tau proteins in the axon.
The regional traffic jam (or delay) can be useful to monitor the condition of MTs due
to its high sensitivity to the concentration of tau proteins and to the MT density. The
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Figure 7.6: Transport of a large number of cargoes. (a) shows caxon over time for [τ ] =
0, 2, and 4 µM for (a1) (a3), respectively. The numbers in circles represent
c˙in. NMT is 1 for every axon. (b) denotes the rate of caxon between 20 and
50 s. Circles, stars, and triangles denote the rate for [τ ] = 0, 2, and 4 µM,
respectively. (c) depicts ASCD for c˙in = 5 s−1 and [τ ] = 4 µM. (d) represents
the normalized std.
changes in the normalized std of ASPD (or ASCD) are much larger than the decrease of
the velocity. For example, when NMT = 2 and [τ ] = 2 µM, the velocity is decreased by
5 % compared to the velocity along a healthy axon (NMT = 6 and [τ ] = 0 µM). However,
the std of ASPD is increased to 2.8 folds of the value corresponding to a healthy axon.
This strong dependency of ASPD on [τ ] and NMT can be used to estimate the condition of
MTs in the axon more effectively.
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Another advantage of the regional traffic jam is that it can be observed with relatively
low precisions or resolutions. One can measure the binding rate, the unbinding rate, or the
run length of the kinesin to estimate the condition of MTs. However, a high temporal reso-
lution is required to capture the instants of the binding and unbinding of kinesins. Kinesins
can unbind in a short time (order of 0.1 s). In addition, the timescale for the binding is very
short (order of 0.01 s) in the absence of tau. Thus, a high temporal resolution (< 0.01 s)
is necessary to detect the changes in the binding and unbinding. Also, the run length of
kinesins is in the order of 100 nm. Thus, single particle tracking techniques with high
precisions (< 100 nm) are needed to detect the changes in the run length. However, it
could be challenging to track the position of cargoes along the long axons with this level
of high precisions due to noise and pixel size of images. Moreover, those quantities are
not proper variables for the diagnosis of neurons because the binding or unbinding rate can
be very different depending on the types of neurons, as well as over their state of health.
However, ASPD or ASCD can be obtained with relatively low temporal resolution and
spatial precision. For example, our model predicts the significant changes in ASPD by tau
proteins with the resolution of 0.1 s and the precision of 1 µm.
Abnormal axonal transport can take place in the neurons of patients suffering from
the early stage of AD. The tau aggregated structures in the cytoplasm of the neurons are
regarded as a bio-marker for AD because they are discovered from the neurons of patients
in a late stage of AD. However, the results of an in vivo experiment performed by Man-
delkow et al. [46] suggests that the intracellular transport system can be degraded before
tau proteins unbind from MT and aggregate into neurofibrillary tangles. If dysfunctional
transport is prior to the formation of the tangles, detecting the behavior of kinesins near
tau clusters can be one possible diagnosis strategy for the early AD in the future where
imaging technologies can locate particles in the brain.
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CHAPTER VIII
Conclusions
8.1 Dissertation Contributions
A new mechanistic model was developed to capture several key components of the
physics involved in the motion of kinesin; dynamic motion, chemical kinetics, fractional
Gaussian noise in viscoelastic fluids, stochastic binding to the MTs, stochastic unbinding
from the MTs, and thermally fluctuating motion of the kinesin free head (which causes
backward and/or sideway steps). The verification on the model was also performed using
experimental observations. Then, the complex long range axonal transport by kinesins and
its degradation by tau proteins were investigated with the new model.
The studies on the effects of fluids on the transport provide new insights on the mo-
tion of kinesin when kinesins move in a fluid which has different properties compared to
water. First, the dependence of the kinesins motion on the load is modified by the vis-
cosity of the fluid. When single kinesins transport the cargo in a fluid with low viscosity,
its force-velocity curve can be divided into two regimes. When the resisting load is not
considerable (i.e., less than 4 pN), the changes in the velocity by the load is not significant.
If the load is larger (than 4 pN), the velocity decreases noticeably as the load increases.
However, this nonlinear relation changes into a linear one when the viscosity of the fluid is
considerable. Also, the change in the velocity due to the elasticity which originates from
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particles in the fluid (e.g., long polymers) is predicted. The effects of the total friction and
the ratio of viscosity and elasticity on the motion of kineisns are studied. As expected,
the results show that the velocity reduces as the total friction increases. Also, for a given
total friction, the kinesin can move with high speed when the fluid has similar viscosity
and elasticity. This latter result is intriguing because cellular fluids have similar ratio of
viscosity and elasticity.
The binding, unbinding and backward motion of kinesins allow an effective collective
transport. First, the binding of kinesins to MTs occurs in a short time compared to the
unbinding. This fast binding process decreases the probability that every kinesin on the
cargo unbinds from the MT. Thus, the run length of the cargo increases remarkably over
the number of kinesins. Second, when large loads are applied, the leading kinesin behaves
like an anchor which increases the chances of the other kinesins to bind to the MT. This
mechanism improves the reliability of long transport by reducing the possibility that the
cargo drifts away from the MT due to the transient large loads. Third, the thermal fluctu-
ation of unbound kinesins affects the velocity of cargoes. The unbound kinesins can bind
in front of the cargo or behind the cargo. Together with the unbinding of kinesins, these
stochastic binding processes cause additional movements of the cargo. For assisting loads,
the velocity of the cargo transported by several kinesins is larger than the velocity when
the cargo is transported with single kinesins. For resisting loads less than 6 pN, the collec-
tive transport is slower than the transport performed by single kinesins. Next, when a large
resisting load (i.e., larger than 6 pN) acts on the cargo, kinesins tends to work more coop-
eratively. The motion of leading kinesins is regulated by the dependency of the chemical
reaction of kinesins on the force, and by frequent backward steps for large resisting forces.
Thus, the lagging kinesins move faster than the leading kinesins. As a consequence, the
load acting on the cargo is more fairly distributed over bound kinesins. Thus, this behavior
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prevents fast unbinding of leading kinesins, and hence more kinesins can participate in the
transport. Therefore, the velocity of the collective transport is larger than the velocity of
kinesin itself for large resisting loads.
The dynamics of kinesins which share the same MT with static proteins or with other
moving motors were captured by considering two dimensional motions of the kinesin free
head. First, it was predicted that both velocity and run length of kinesins are reduced
when static obstacles are located on the MT. The movement of kinesins along the axial
direction of the MT can be delayed when several obstacles are located in front of the
kinesins. Because kinesins determine the direction of the next step stochastically, they
have to repeat several side steps until they randomly select a path to bypass the obstacles.
Also, the interference between the static obstacles and kinesins increases the probability of
the kinesins to unbind from MTs. It is worthy to note that the decrease in the run length is
more significant than the change in the velocity. Next, the velocity of kinesins is obtained
when other motors walk along the same MTs. If all motors walk in the same direction, the
changes in the velocity are negligible until the MT is considerably crowded with motors.
When kinesins walk with other types motors (i.e., walking to the minus end of MTs), a
noticeable decrease in the velocity is predicted. However, the effect of static obstacles is
more prominent than that of motors walking to the opposite direction.
The degradation of the axonal transport by excessive tau proteins was investigated
because it is believed to be one possible cause of AD [46–50]. The velocity of the transport
does not change noticeably in the absence of a considerable decrease in the number of
MTs and a significant amount of tau proteins. This robustness of the axonal transport is
beneficial for neurons. However, this robustness makes it difficult to use the velocity as a
quantity to detect excessive tau proteins or to estimate the density of MTs in axons before
the MTs are significantly damaged. Thus, the regional traffic jams (or delays) near tau
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clusters predicted from our model open the door to alternative detection methods. The new
statistical metrics introduced in this dissertation reveal that the quantitative change in the
traffic jams by the number of MTs or by the concentration of tau proteins is considerable.
Also, these metrics can be useful because they can be used to detect traffic jams with a
resolution of the order of a micrometer, which is very large considering that the step size
of kinesins is only 8 nm.
8.2 Future Research
Directions for future research include experimental validation on the results obtained
from the model in long range transport. For example, measurements of the changes in
the velocity over the concentration of excessive tau and the size of the cargo could be
used for future validations. Also, theoretical and experimental studies of the effect of
perturbations (e.g., magnetic forces, electric forces, ultrasonic waves, etc.) on the transport
could be performed.
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APPENDIX A
Motion of kinesins in the presence of obstacles
A.1 Stretching of the kinesin structure
The force acting on the free head (i.e., Fx and Fy in Eq. (6.1)) is calculated by consider-
ing three different forces; the forces acting on the UDNL (FDCNL), on the DCNL (FUDNL)
and the force transferred from the cargo to the neck via the cargo linker (Fc). For a given
position of the free head, the neck is located on the position these forces are balanced.
FDCNL and FUDNL are calculated by using the WLC as
FNL =
kBT
ℓp
(
1
4
(
1− ℓNL
ℓc
)−2
+
ℓNL
ℓc
− 1
4
)
, (A.1)
where ℓc = NAA ℓa = (NAA,0 + 3.5 nuw) ℓa,
where kB is Boltzmann constant, and T (=300 K) is the absolute temperature. ℓp (=0.6 nm)
is the persistence length, and ℓa (=0.4 nm) is the contour length between two adjacent AAs.
ℓc is the contour length of the NLs. NAA denotes the number of AAs in the NLs, and NAA,0
is that number when every bond in the neck is intact. NAA,0 is 14 for the UDNL and 4 for
the DCNL. nuw is the number of unwound turns of the neck.
The procedure begins with the state where every chemical bond between two coils of
the neck is connected. Thus, nuw is set as zero. The moment caused by Fc on the neck
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is negligible because Fc acts on the center of the neck. The two coils align along a line
which is indicated with the dotted line in Fig. A.1, so that the moments caused by FUDNL
and FDCNL are balanced. It is assumed that the bonds of the neck can be disconnected by
the force (FUW) which acts along that dotted line. Note that FUW is obtained by summing
FUDNL, FDCNL, and Fc. If FUW is less than the force required to unwind the first bond of
the coiled-coil structure, Fx and Fy are determined by FUDNL. If the calculated FUW is
larger than the force to unwind the first bond, the whole steps are performed again with
the neck in which the first turn is unwound (i.e., nuw = 1). This procedure is repeated
until FUW becomes less than the force required to unwind the remaining turn. The mag-
nitude of force required to disconnect each turn of the neck is obtained from the previous
experiment [67].
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Figure A.1: Forces acting on the neck. Two circles linked by two lines denote the coils of
the neck. The neck is connected to two springs corresponding to the DCNL
and UDNL.
A.2 The effect of unwinding of the neck and binding with tilted pos-
ture
To check the effect of the unwinding of the neck on the diffusion, Pb,i is obtained using
the model that does not allow the unwinding. The equation used to calculate FNL is the
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same with Eq. (A.1) except the value of NAA is fixed as NAA,0. The effect of binding with
tilted posture is also studied by preventing the binding with tilted posture. The binding
probability shown in Tab. A.1 suggests that both the unwinding and binding with a tilted
posture are necessary to obtain Pb,i measured in the experiment.
Site Experiment Uon + Ton Uoff + Ton Uon + Toff
(4) or (5) 0.0195 0.0193 7× 10−5 0.021
(6) or (8) 0.0455 0.0452 1.2× 10−6 0.00169
(7) 0.869 0.871 0.99 0.954
Table A.1: Binding probability (Pb,i) to each site for various models. Uon + Ton indicates
the model which allows both the unwinding of the neck and the binding with a
tilted posture. Uoff + Ton represents the model incapable of unwinding of the
neck. Uon + Toff refers to the model in which its head cannot bind with a tilted
posture.
A.3 Binding sites occupied by kinesins
The number of binding sites occupied by a single kinesin molecule depends on its
chemical state. After the kinesin takes a step, one head has ATP and the other head has
no nucleotide. Both heads are strongly bound to the MT because the kinesin head has
a strong affinity to the MT when it has ATP or no nucleotide [169]. Thus, two sites are
occupied by the kinesin for this state, as shown in Fig. A.2-(a1). Then, ATP in the head
is hydrolyzed into adenosine diphosphate and inorganic phosphate. When the inorganic
phosphate is released from the head, the head is unbound and diffuses around the other
head which is still strongly bound to the MT [70, 71]. For this state, the strongly bound
head (i.e., head with no nucleotide) occupy a single site. It is plausible that the site affected
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by the unbound head is symmetric about the bound head, as shown in Fig. A.2-(a2). Thus,
several possible sets of binding sites affected by the fee head are studied for this state, as
shown in Fig. 6.5. Because the unbound head does not remain in one site, the unbound
heads of several kinesins can share the same site, as shown in Fig. A.2-(b1). However, the
head cannot bind to a site if the site is affected by the unbound head of other kinesins, as
shown in Fig. A.2-(b2).
b1 b2a1 a2
ATP
(bound) No nucleotide
(bound)
ADP
(diffusing)
No nucleotide
(bound)
Available 
arrangement 
Unavailable 
arrangement 
Fixed head
Figure A.2: Binding sites occupied by kinesins. (a1) shows that two sites are occupied by
the kinesin when its two heads are strongly bound. The circles with dots repre-
sent the sites occupied by the kinesin heads. (a2) depicts the kinesin when one
of the heads is not bound and the other head is strongly bound. (b) demon-
strates the two examples when occupied sites of two kinesin molecules are
overlapped. Both kinesins have one unbound head and one bound head. The
black filled circles represent the sites occupied by the diffusing heads.
A.4 The number of unmovable kinesins on the MTs
The data of the previous experiment of Telley et al. [59] is used to determine param-
eters (Robs, mobs, and Pub,cnt) of our model. In the experiment, they measured the light
intensity of MTs as increasing the concentration of fluorescently labeled unmovable ki-
nesins until the intensity saturated. Then, they observed the motion of kinesin on the MTs
which have 8 % light intensity compared to the saturated intensity.
To obtain the number of unmovable kinesins used in the experiment, we randomly
distributed the unmovable kinesins until the MT is saturated with the unmovable kinesins.
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The behavior of the unbound head, which can share binding sites with other kinesins,
is also considered. When the MT is saturated with unmovable kinesins, the molar ratio
of the unmovable kinesins and tubulin dimers (ρ) is calculated as 0.4352 for mobs = 3,
0.3572 for mobs = 5, and 0.1843 for mobs = 9. When comparing the velocity of the
model to the experimental result, the unmovable kinesins of ρ = 0.0346 (= 8%×0.4352),
0.0286 (= 8% × 0.3572), and 0.0147 (= 8% × 0.1843) are used for mobs = 3, 5, and 9,
respectively.
A.5 Deterministic model
The mean velocity and run length in the presence of static obstacles can be approx-
imated by using the motion of kinesin when the obstacles are ahead of the kinesin (i.e.,
(6), (7), and (8) in Fig. 6.3-(b3)). The obstacles at those sites have considerable effects on
kinesin because the free head mostly diffuses near the forward sites.
The velocity is determined by the average time (Td) between steps of the kinesin and
average moving distance along the x axis per step (dstep) of the kinesin. dstep is equal to
8 Nfw
Ntot
where Ntot and Nfw are the average of the total number of steps and the average
number of steps to forward sites (i.e. (6), (7), and (8) in Fig. 6.1-(c)), respectively before
the kinesin unbinds from the MT. Thus, the velocity is calculated as
V =
dstep
Td
=
8 Nfw
Ntot
1
Td
. (A.2)
Because Nfw is almost the same with Ntot in the absence of obstacles, the velocity
in the absence of obstacles (V0) can be calculated as 8Td . Td is the sum of the time for
the stepping motion and the time for the chemical reaction. The effect of the obstacle
on the chemical reaction can be assumed as negligible. Also, the time for the stepping
motion is very short compared to the time for the chemical reaction. Therefore, the value
of Td in the presence of obstacles is similar to the value in the absence of obstacle. Thus,
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the ratio of the velocity in the presence and in the absence of obstacles can be obtained
as
V (ρ)
V0
= 1
Ntot(ρ)/Nfw(ρ)
. The denominator can be approximated to the average number
of steps required to proceed 8 nm along the x axis. Thus, the ratio of velocities can be
obtained as
V (ρ)
V0
=
1
q∑
i=1
pobs,i(ρ) nstep,i +
(
1−
q∑
i=1
pobs,i(ρ)
) , (A.3)
where pobs,i is the probability to encounter obstacles with a specific arrangement. Exam-
ples of pobs,i are shown in Fig. A.3 (a). Note that the terms of i from 1 to mobs correspond
to the kinesin confronting a single obstacle, and the terms of i from mobs + 1 to 2mobs
are for the kinesin confronting two series of obstacles. Tab. A.2 shows the number of
steps (nstep,i) corresponding to pobs,i. Note that the obstacles of mobs = 3, 5, and 9 occupy
three binding sites along the y axis, as shown in Fig. 6.5. Thus, the same nstep,i is used.
mobs Robs nstep,1 nstep,2 nstep,3
1 4 1.35 - -
1 5 1.56 - -
3, 5, or 9 4 2.01 3.04 2.01
3, 5, or 9 5 2.73 3.68 2.73
Table A.2: The parameters of the deterministic model.
The run length along the x axis is 8Nfw which is equal to 8 NfwNtotNtot. Ntot is the same
as the inverse of the unbinding probability per step (i.e., Ntot = 1Pub ) [59]. Thus, the run
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Figure A.3: The kinesin with obstacles of mobs = 3. (a) is shown to explain the probability
that the kinesin encounter obstacles (pobs,i). (a1)-(a3) show several situations
where the kinesin confronts single obstacles. The corresponding probabili-
ties pobs,1−3 are provided below. (a4)-(a6) depict situations where the kinesin
encounters two series of obstacles. The corresponding probabilities pobs,4−6
are also provided. (b) is shown to explain the probability that the kinesin
interact with obstacles with the specific arrangement (p˜obs,i).
length is calculated as
RL = 8
Nfw
Ntot
Ntot = 8
Nfw
Ntot
1
Pub
, (A.4)
Again, Nfw is almost the same with Ntot in the absence of obstacles. Therefore, the ratio
of the run length can be obtained as
RL(ρ)
RL0
=
Nfw(ρ)
Ntot(ρ)
P 0ub
< Pub(ρ) >
(A.5)
=
V (ρ)
V0
P 0ub
3∑
i=1
pub,i p˜obs,i + P 0ub(1−
3∑
i=1
p˜obs,i)
,
where < Pub(ρ) > is the average unbinding probability per step in the presence of the
obstacles. Note that < Pub(ρ) > is different from Pub in Eq. (6.2). Pub represents the
unbinding probability of when obstacles are near the kinesin. < Pub(ρ) > is the averaged
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unbinding probability which considers both the situation when obstacles are located near
the kinesin and the other situation when there is no obstacle around the kinesin. pub,1−3
are the unbinding probabilities per step corresponding to p˜obs,1−3. The value of pub,1−3 can
be calculated with Eq. (6.2). p˜obs,i is the probability that two or three sites in front of the
kinesin are occupied by obstacles, as shown in Fig. A.3-(b). p˜obs,i can be calculated as
p˜obs,1 ≃ 1
3
3∑
i=1
pobs,i nstep,i +
1
6
9∑
i=4
pobs,i nstep,i,
p˜obs,2 ≃ 1
3
3∑
i=1
pobs,i nstep,i +
2
3
9∑
i=4
pobs,i nstep,i, (A.6)
p˜obs,3 ≃ p˜obs,1,
where
3∑
i=1
pobs,i nstep,i is the probability that the kinesin interacts with single obstacle.
Thus, the probability that the binding sites (6) and (7) are occupied by single obstacles
can be approximated as 1
3
3∑
i=1
pobs,i nstep,i. With the same method, the probability that the
binding sites (6) and (7) are occupied by two series of obstacles is 1
6
9∑
i=4
pobs,i nstep,i.
The consideration on single obstacles is sufficient when fitting the deterministic model
to the previous experiment because the density of the obstacles in the experiment is small.
If the density of obstacles increases, the kinesin is also likely to confront two series of
obstacles. Thus, the effect of single and two series of obstacles are incorporated into the
model to calculate the velocity and run length, which are shown in Fig. 6.6. nstep,4−6 for
the unmovable kinesins are obtained as 4.16, 8.43, and 10.1 from the diffusion model.
By symmetry, nstep,7−9 is the same with nstep,6−4. With these nstep,4−9, the values of
coefficients of Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.5) are obtained as a1 = 7.04, a2 = 25.29, b1 = 24.28,
and b2 = 60.04 by using Eq. (A.3) and Eq. (A.6).
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A.6 Stochastic model
To capture the stochastic motion of kinesins, the diffusion model of chapter VI is in-
tegrated with the mechanistic model in chapter IV. The probability of the direction of the
step and the increase of the unbinding probability by obstacles are calculated by using
the diffusion model. The mechanochemical cycle and the unbinding probability of the ki-
nesin are captured using the model presented in chapter II and IV. These several dynamics
of kinesins (state transition in the mechanochemical cycle, unbinding from the MT and
direction of step) are stochastic processes. Thus, they are determined by comparing the
calculated probabilities with the random number. To perform Monte-Carlo simulation,
new random numbers are generated at every step.
The model described in chapter II-V do not consider the side steps. Thus, the param-
eters are modified with small changes for the studies of chapter VI and VII to include the
effect of side steps. Tab. A.3 shows the modified values of parameters.
The stochastic model can be used to obtain exact values of Pub,cnt. In the previous
experiments which studied the effect of unmovable kinesins on the walking kinesins, the
displacement of kinesin is captured at every 0.1 s, and their spatial resolution is 40 nm.
Thus, this time and spatial resolution are applied to the stochastic model when calculating
Pub,cnt.
A.7 The motion of kinesin with other motors
The unmovable kinesins stay on the MT with the state when one head is bound and the
other head is not bound. This state is same with the state of walking kinesins as they wait
for ATP to attach. Thus, the interference between walking kinesins and the unmovable ki-
nesins can be applied to the interaction between walking kinesins. The minus-end directed
motors are considered in this model by reversing the direction of steps of the kinesin.
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Parameter Value Unit
k1f 2.83 µM−1s−1
k1b,0 26.5 s−1
k2f 108.7 s−1
Φc 1.295 nm
κ 4.837 pN/nm
kD0,0 0.0285 s−1
PD1,0 0.00934 probability
d0 0.043 nm
d1 0.851 nm
Table A.3: The values of parameters of the mechanistic model.
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APPENDIX B
Motion of kinesins in the presence of tau
B.1 Binding rate of kinesins on MT
The value of the parameter in regard to binding (p˙reb) is obtained by comparing the
binding rate calculated from the model and previous experimental data in the absence of
tau proteins. Gilbert et al. [76] mixed free kinesins and MTs to measure the concentration
of kinesins bound to the MTs over time. Then, they calculated the binding rate of kinesins
for various concentrations of tubulins. To calculate binding rate from the model, one MT
is located at the center of the cylinders. The volume of the cylinder is determined so that
the concentration of the tubulins in the cylinder is the same with the concentration used
in the experiment. Then, the average binding rate is obtained by considering the binding
rates of the kinesins spreading in the cylinders. The binding rate calculated from the model
is similar to the measured values in the experiment for various concentrations of tubulins
for p˙reb = 7.1× 105 s−1, as shown in Fig. B.1.
B.2 Binding of tau proteins on MT
The probability of tau to bind to the MT is determined with the single molecule kinetics
as
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Figure B.1: Binding rate of kinesins to MTs. The circles represent the experimentally
observed binding rate. The rate calculated from the model is denoted with
asterisks.
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1
PMT+τ,1,
Pφ
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2
[TUB2]
⇋
k−
2
PMT+τ,2, (B.1)
Pφ
k+
3
[TUB3]
⇋
k−
3
PMT+τ,3,
where Pφ is the probability that the tau protein is unbound. PMT+τ,1−3 are the probabil-
ities that the tau protein binds to tubulins TUB1−3. [TUB1−3] are the concentrations of
TUB1−3. k
+
1−3 are the binding rate constants, and k+1−3 are the unbinding rate constants.
Then, the probabilities at equilibrium can be calculated with the following equations.
d
dt
PMT+τ,1 = k
+
1 [TUB1]Pφ − k−1 PMT+τ,1 = 0,
d
dt
PMT+τ,2 = k
+
2 [TUB2]Pφ − k−2 PMT+τ,2 = 0, (B.2)
d
dt
PMT+τ,3 = k
+
3 [TUB3]Pφ − k−3 PMT+τ,3 = 0.
By defining the ratio of the binding rate constant and unbinding rate constant as affin-
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ity (Ka), the probabilities can be obtained by solving the following equations.
PMT+τ,1 = Ka,1[TUB1]Pφ,
PMT+τ,2 = Ka,2[TUB2]Pφ, (B.3)
PMT+τ,3 = Ka,3[TUB3]Pφ,
Pφ + PMT+τ,1 + PMT+τ,2 + PMT+τ,3 = 1.
The following procedure is used to determine if a tau molecule binds to MTs and to
determine the location of the binding; (1) [TUB1] is the same as the concentration of
tubulin dimers of the MTs. [TUB2] and [TUB3] are zeros. (2) Pφ and PMT+τ,1−3 are
calculated by using Eq. (B.3). (3) A random number (rτ,b) between 0 and 1 is generated.
(4) If rτ,b is less than Pφ, the tau molecule fails to bind to the MT. If Pφ ≤ rτ,b < Pφ +
PMT+τ,1, the tau molecule is determined to bind to TUB1. If Pφ + PMT+τ,1 ≤ rτ,b <
Pφ + PMT+τ,1 + PMT+τ,2, the tau molecule is determined to bind to TUB2. Otherwise,
the tau binds to TUB3. (5) When it is determined that the tau protein is bound to the
MTs, another random number is generated to determine the binding location among the
tubulins of the selected type. (6) The new values of [TUB1−3] are calculated based on the
binding of the tau protein. The calculations from (2) to (6) are repeated again for every tau
molecule with different random numbers.
B.3 Parameters
The parameters (Ka,1−3, Nmax, and Pub,cnt) are obtained using the previous experi-
ments [58, 69] regarding the binding of tau proteins on MTs and several effects of tau
proteins on the binding rate of unbound kinesins, and the run length of kinesins.
Dixit et al. [58] used a very small concentration (50 nM) of dimer tubulins compared to
their concentration in cells (≃ 20 µM). The binding rate of tau proteins to MTs is low for
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the small concentration of tubulins. To compensate this slowed reaction rate, they lowered
the ionic strength in the assay. They reported that almost every tau in the assay binds to
the MTs when mτ is small. Thus, it is difficult to determine the value of Ka,1 precisely
with their results. In the model, a large number (1,000 nM−1) is used for Ka,1. Then,
the number of bound of tau molecules and the binding rate of kinesins are calculated
with this model for various Ka,2, Ka,3, and Nmax. The lower and upper bounds are as
following;10−3 ≤ Ka,2 ≤ 1 nM−1, 10−1 ≤ Ka,3 ≤ 100 nM−1, 5 ≤ Nmax ≤ 20. When
Ka,2 = 7× 10−3 nM−1, Ka,3 ≥ 2 nM−1, and Nmax = 12, the binding of tau and binding
rate of unbound kinesins have similar values to the experimental results obtained by Dixit
et al. [58].
The run length of kinesins in the presence of tau proteins [58] is used to obtain the value
of the parameter regarding the unbinding probability (Pub,cnt). Pub,cnt is the probability of
the kinesin to unbind from the MT when the kinesin contacts the tau clusters. When mτ
is 0.2 and 2, the run length of kinesins is decreased to 87 and 17 % of the run length in
the absence of tau proteins. When Pub,cnt = 3.2 nm/ms, the model predicts similar run
lengths, as shown in Fig. B.2-(d).
The values of Ka,1−3 obtained from the results of Dixit et al. [58] can be different
from the values in the cell because the used concentration of tubulins and ionic strength
are different from those values of cells. Thus, the values of Ka,1−3 are obtained again by
using the experimental data of Ackmann et al. [69] because the concentration of tubulins
and ionic strength of their experiments are similar to cells. Ka,1 = 3 µM−1, Ka,2 =
3 × 10−3 µM−1, and Ka,3 ≥ 10 µM−1 give similar results to the experimental results, as
shown in Fig. B.2-(a) and (b). If Ka,3 ≥ 10 µM−1, the effects of Ka,3 on the characteristics
of tau clusters are negligible as shown in Fig. B.2-(c). Thus, Ka,3 of 10 µM−1 is used in
chapter VII.
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B.4 Effects of [τ ] and NMT on the motion of kinesin
The binding rate and unbinding rate of kinesins depend on [τ ] and NMT of the axon.
When NMT is large and [τ ] is small, the kinesin can bind again to one of the MTs in a
short time, as shown in Fig. B.3-(a). As [τ ] increase, more tau clusters are developed on
the MTs. Then, the unbinding occurs more frequently, as shown in Fig. B.3-(b). However,
the kinesin in this axon can bind to one of MTs shortly because the axon has two MTs. If
the axon has a single MT, the kinesins need more time to bind again to the MT, as shown
in Fig. B.3-(c). Because this axon contains less tau proteins, the kinesin in this axon is less
likely to unbind from the MT compared to the axon in Fig. B.3-(b). As a result, kinesins
spend similar time on the MTs if the ratio of [τ ] and NMT is the same. This is the reason
the transport velocity can be determined by mτ .
B.5 Tubulins covered by bound cargoes
The kinesin of the unbound cargo are assumed not to bind some tubulins because of
the interference between other bound cargoes and the unbound cargoes. The number of
tubulins inaccessible to unbound kinesins (by a single bound cargo) depends on the size of
the cargo. For the cargoes used in chapter VII (rc = 25 nm), 105 tubulins are not available
for the unbound kinesins, as shown in Fig. B.4.
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Figure B.2: Obtaining of the values of the parameters (a) depicts the sum of the errors (i.e.,
difference between the model and the experiments regarding the binding ratio
of tau proteins (=bound tau proteins/(bound tau proteins+unbound tau pro-
teins)) and the difference on binding rate of kinesins) over Ka,3. The values
of Ka,1 and Ka,2 are fixed as 3 µM−1 and 3 × 10−3 µM−1. (b) shows the
binding ratio of tau proteins over various mτ for the obtained parameters. The
gray bars denote the ratio measured from the experiment, and the black bars
represent the ratio obtained from the model. (c1) shows the ratio of tubulins
occupied by two or more tau proteins and all tubulins over Ka,3. The hollow
circles, asterisks, diamonds, and filled circles denote the ratio of mτ = 0.5,
1, 1.5, and 2, respectively. (c2) is the average distance between tau clusters.
(d) depicts the ratio of the run length in the presence of tau and the run length
in the absence of tau proteins. The circle indicates the run length ratio ob-
tained from the model. The line represents the experimentally observed ratio.
(d1) depicts the ratio of the run length for mτ = 0.2 and the run length in the
absence of tau proteins over Pub,cnt. (d2) shows the ratio for 2 µM.
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Figure B.3: Motion of the cargo. (a) depicts the transport of one cargo for [τ ] = 0 µM and
NMT = 6. (b) shows the transport for [τ ] = 4 µM and NMT = 1. (c) depicts
the transport for [τ ] = 2 µM and NMT = 1. The hollow and filled triangles
indicate the unbinding and binding, respectively. Note that mτ of (b) and (c)
are equal.
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Figure B.4: Tubulins coverd by cargoes. (a) 7 tubulin dimers located in front of the bound
cargo (depicted with the gray circle) are not available to the unbound kinesins.
Likewise, 7 tubulin dimers behind the cargo are inaccessible to the unbound
kinesins. (b) 3 tubulin dimers located right of the cargo and 3 tubulin dimers
located left of the cargo are inaccessible to unbound kinesins. Thus, unbound
kinesins cannot bind to these 105 (= (7×2+1)×(3×2+1)) tubulins around
the bound cargo.
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